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Abstract 

Free space optical (FSO) communication allows for high-speed data transmissions while also 

being extremely cost-effective by using visible or infrared wavelengths to transmit and receive data 

wirelessly through the free space channel. However, FSO links are highly susceptible to the effects 

of the atmosphere, particularly turbulence, smoke, and fog. On the other hand, FSO itself does not 

provide enough flexibility to address the issue of such blockage and obstruction caused by objects 

and atmospheric conditions. This research investigates, proposes, and evaluates a software defined 

multiple input multiple output (MIMO) FSO system to ensure link availability and reliability under 

weather conditions as part of the last mile access in the 5th generation, 6th generation, and beyond. 

Software defined radio (SDR) technology is adopted in order to provide a certain degree of flexibility 

to the optical wireless communications system. The scope of this research focuses on the design, 

validation, implementation, and evaluation of a novel adaptive switching algorithm i.e., activating 

additional transmitters of a MIMO FSO system using a software defined ecosystem. The main issues 

are the compactness of the experimental design; the limitation of software-oriented signal generation; 

robustness; reliability; and the quality of service. As part of the system design, the thresholding 

method, a decision-making process via the feedback link, and a spatial diversity technique is adopted 

to carry out the adaptive switching. The adaptive switching is performed via a feedback link in which 

the atmospheric loss and scintillation index are calculated for fog and turbulence respectively. The 

initial design is implemented in SDR/ GNURadio for a real-time emulation of the proposed system 

to enhance the system flexibility of a traditional MIMO FSO system. A bit-by-bit comparison is 

performed with the GNURadio signal processing block and BERT for a real-time BER estimation. 

However, based on the initial results, the switching mechanism can only overcome the effect of 

turbulence at a certain level.  A new design to mainly mitigate the varying fog conditions is proposed 

based on the SDR-based adaptive switching for a gigabit ethernet (GbE) MIMO FSO system and 

tested in a 5 m dedicated atmospheric chamber. The proposed system is implemented using off-the-

shelf components such as a media converter, small form pluggable transceivers, optical switch, and 
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power meter to estimate the channel state information. A new Schmitt trigger-based thresholding 

method is also introduced. The proposed software defined GbE MIMO FSO with an adaptive 

switching algorithm is fabricated, implemented, and investigated. The results are also compared with 

the real-time simulated data. Since the purpose of this Ph.D. is to explain and demonstrate the proof 

of concept for the proposed SDR-MIMO FSO system, the emphasis has been on the design, 

evaluation, and minimal performance requirements rather than maximizing the data rate. The 

outcome of the thesis will be a huge degree of flexibility and mitigation property MIMO FSO can 

offer with the help of SDR. It will be shown that the designed system has the capability to provide 

data transmission with 99.999% availability with a packet error rate and data rate of 7.2 × 10−2 and 

~120 Mbps respectively, under extremely harsh fog conditions with visibility V of < 11 m.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
                      

1.1 Background 

Free space optical (FSO) communications, also known as laser communications, is a very well-

known branch of optical wireless communications (OWC) technology mainly due to its capability of 

high-speed data transmission. FSO technology involves the transmission of information and 

utilization of a laser source enclosed with data at one point and the atmosphere as a propagation 

medium to another point. OWC, in various forms, has been used since pre-historic times by the 

ancient Greeks and Romans for a coded alphabetic system of signalling with fire beacons over a 

medium-range distance [1]. In the modern era, the growing interest of OWC in research, 

development, and deployment was first initiated by Alexander Graham Bell and his assistant Chales 

Sumner Tainter in 1880 [2].  The first wireless speech communication named “photophone” was 

invented, using sun rays to transfer voice over 200 m distance [3]. During World War II, 

the “Lichtsprechgerät 80/80 (literal translation: optical speaking device)” was invented by the optics 

company called Carl Zeiss to communicate voice signals using modulating optical beams and 

practical use came in by the German army.  

The discovery of lasers in the 1960s elevated the technology of FSO. Several demonstrations of 

FSO applications were recorded throughout the early 1960s into 1970s including (i) a television 

signal transmission over a 30 mile (48 km) using a light emitting GaAs diode-based FSO link by 

researchers from MIT Lincolns Laboratory in 1962 [4]; (ii) a transmission of voice modulated He-

Ne laser over 118 miles and the first TV-over-laser demonstration in 1963 by the researchers in the 

USA [4]; and (iii) A commercial laser link to control traffic was built in Japan by the Nippon Electric 

Company (NEC) in 1970 [4]. However, OWC/ FSO systems were not widely realized for commercial 

use compared to radio frequency (RF) systems. The main reasons were that the existing technologies 

were more than adequate to meet the demands and the impact of carrying atmospherics conditions, 

along with the costly optical components. 
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The history of wireless telecommunications massively evolved in 1934, when the first wireless 

phone calls were made between USA and Japan using RF technology [5]. Not much happened until 

the use of cellular mobile technology slowly penetrated the wireless domain through 1970s to 1980s 

where cellular mobile cellular access networks were deployed and the internet access was given to 

the military, corporate, and research laboratories in a few universities. RF technology offers a number 

of advantages including flexibility, availability of components, and ease of installation that have been 

making RF the dominant technology in wireless systems until recently [6].  In the 1990s, FSO began 

to gain attention as a potential alternative to traditional wired and wireless communications systems. 

Researchers and companies began to explore the potential of FSO for a wide range of applications, 

such as providing high-speed internet access to remote areas, connecting buildings in a campus 

environment, and creating redundant communications systems for critical infrastructure. During this 

period, several companies began to develop commercial FSO systems. In the 2000s, FSO technology 

continued to evolve and mature. Advances in laser technology, such as the development of visible 

light communications (VLC), made it possible to transmit data over even longer distances and to use 

FSO in a wider range of environments [1]. Additionally, companies and researchers began to explore 

the use of FSO for a wider range of applications, such as providing wireless backhaul for cellular 

networks and creating high-speed links for data centres [7]. 

Recent years have seen a significant increase in the use of FSO technology. Advancements in 

laser technology and modulation techniques have enabled the increase of the data rate (𝑅𝑏) and the 

distance of the communication, making it more competitive with other wireless technologies such as 

millimeter wave (mmW), microwave, or fibre optics. The extraordinary amount of data flow that the 

optical fibre technology backbone made possible has an issue at the access network, “dubbed” the 

first/last mile bottleneck. This issue was foreseen back in the 1980s. Between 1990-2010, the 

bottleneck of first/last mile access was initially addressed by the AT&T Bell labs scientists [8]. In 

today’s technology, FSO appears to be the most potential optical solution for ultra-high Rb 

deliverability [9]. 
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FSO capitalizes on existing technology and components (lasers, photodetectors (PD), optics) and 

well establishes protocols (Ethernet, SONET/SDH, ATM) to establish an optical link in a short 

amount of time that supports >Gbps over a distance of a few kilometers [6]. In fact, this technology 

has been heavily researched for NASA in inter-satellite applications [10]. Despite the fact that space 

FSO communication is outside the scope of this thesis and the discussion, it is worth mentioning that 

in the past decade, near-Earth FSO with 𝑅𝑏of up to 10 Gbps was successfully demonstrated in space 

between satellites [11], [12]. With the tremendous growth and maturity of optoelectronic devices, 

FSO has recently been utilized for ground-to-ground communications and become commercially 

available. Additionally, the demand for more bandwidth continues to grow, it is becoming 

increasingly important for communication systems to be flexible and adaptable. The growing number 

of new and emerging applications, such as video streaming, virtual reality, and the Internet of Things 

(IoT), all require large amounts of bandwidth. Therefore, relying on a single-access technology is no 

longer sufficient to meet the needs of end users [9]. Additionally, FSO can be used as a 

complementary technology to other access technologies, such as fibre optic, RF, and Millimeter-

wave technology, to provide a more robust and reliable network [13]. RF and millimeter wave-based 

wireless networks can give data rates ranging from tens of megabits per second (point-to-multipoint) 

to several thousand megabits per second (point-to-point) [14]. However, due to spectrum congestion, 

licensing concerns, and interference from unlicensed bands, their market penetration is constrained. 

The license-free bands of the future show promise [15] but they have lower bandwidth and shorter 

ranges than the FSO. Broadband access networks to homes and businesses, as well as a high 

bandwidth bridge between local and wide area networks, are provided by the short-range FSO lines 

as an alternative to the RF links for the last or first mile [16]. Terrestrial FSO has now proven to be 

a viable supplementary technology for tackling contemporary communication issues, particularly the 

affordable bandwidth/high data rate requirements of end users. Because FSO is transparent to traffic 

type and data protocol, its incorporation into the current access network is significantly accelerated. 

However, atmospheric channel effects like as dense fog, smoke, and turbulence, as well as achieving 

99.999% availability, continue to pose the greatest obstacles to long-range terrestrial FSO. 
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Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a technology that enables the implementation of wireless 

communication systems using software rather than hardware. In recent years, SDR has been applied 

to the field of OWC to enable more flexible and adaptable communication systems. The origins of 

SDR can be traced back to the late 1990s when researchers first began exploring the concept of using 

software to implement wireless communication systems [17]. The idea behind SDR was to create a 

radio system that could be easily reconfigured and adapted to different communication standards and 

protocols by changing the software rather than the hardware [18]. In the early 2000s, researchers 

began to explore the use of SDR in OWC systems. One of the key advantages of SDR in OWC is the 

ability to adapt the communication system to the specific characteristics of the optical channel, such 

as atmospheric turbulence and interference caused by other sources [19]. Additionally, SDR can 

enable the implementation of multiple communication standards and protocols in a single OWC 

system, making it more versatile and flexible. In 2015, the demonstration of the SDR-VLC system 

was presented in [20]. The researchers used universal software radio peripheral (USRP) and 

LabView software with optical frontends and successful demonstration audio streaming through an 

optical link of 2 m. One of the platforms demonstrated is a hybrid RF/OWC and SDR for 

simultaneous transmission of the radio and optical communications waveforms through to the 

physical layer for space applications [21]. The experimental demonstration of a real-time SDR 

multiple input multiple output (MIMO) VLC system with adaptivity of spatial diversity (SD) and 

multiplexing was reported in [22], using USRP to enhance the error performance and spectral 

efficiency. In recent years, SDR has become an increasingly important technology in OWC systems. 

With the advent of 5G and the increasing demand for high-speed and high-capacity wireless 

communication systems, SDR has become a key enabler for the implementation of flexible and 

adaptive OWC systems that can support a wide range of applications and communication standards 

[23], [24], [25]. In summary, the history of SDR in OWC is relatively short but it has been rapidly 

advancing in recent years. SDR has the potential to revolutionize the way we communicate by 

enabling more flexible and adaptable OWC system. 
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1.2 Motivation 

Research in optical communications is motivated by the ever-increasing bandwidth requirements 

of existing and emerging communication systems (both fibre optics and optical wireless). Optical 

communication ensures sufficient bandwidth, which results in high data transfer rates. The enormous 

bandwidth available on the fibre ring networks that serve as the backbone of modern communication 

technology is not yet accessible to end users in the access network. This is primarily due to the 

bandwidth limitations of the copper wire-based technologies that connect end users to the backbone 

in the majority of locations. This restricts the data transfer rate/download speed available to end 

users. This issue is referred to as the 'access network bottleneck,' and several solutions, including 

fibre to the home (FTTH), Digital subscriber loop (DSL) or cable modems, power-line 

communication, local multipoint distribution service (LMDS), ultra-wide band (UWB), and 

terrestrial FSO, have been proposed to address it. 

FTTH technology would be a good candidate to solve the access network bottleneck, and Asia 

leads the globe in FTTH deployment and penetration [26] with the UK being the highest subscriber 

in 2020 [27] . FTTH technology can deliver 10 Gbps to end customers, and possibly 10 Tbps with 

dense wavelength division multiplexing [28], [29]. However, the high cost of FTTH deployment is 

its biggest barrier. Also, copper-based DSL and powerline communication solutions are less 

appealing [9].  The LMDS is a fixed broadband, line-of-sight wireless radio access system that 

operates at 27.5–31.3 GHz in the US and 40.5–42.5 GHz in Europe [30]. It offers a bandwidth of 

several hundred Mbps, but its carrier frequencies are within licensed bands, which makes it less 

desirable. It also suffers severe signal attenuation and outage during rainfall [30]. Additionally, 

UWB, like FSO, operates unlicensed in the 3.1-10.6 GHz range [15]. The UWB can accommodate 

many Mbps over a short range. The technology is intriguing, but like copper wire-based options, its 

data rate is significantly below the backbone's multiple Gbps. Wideband technology raises issues 

about UWB transmissions interfering with other systems/gadgets in the same frequency spectrum 

[31]. 
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Terrestrial FSO is becoming a potential supplementary technology. FSO deploys faster, is re-

deployable, and requires no trenches or rights of way [32], [33]. Its capacity is similar to optical fibre 

and costs a fraction of FTTH deployment [32], [33]. FSO integrates well into the access network 

since it is traffic type and protocol transparent. Understanding the capabilities, limitations, and 

performance analysis of an optical wireless system based on some of the existing access network 

traffic types and modulation techniques would help improve its seamless integration. The major 

problem of FSO is atmospheric channel signal scattering, absorption, and fluctuation [34], [35], [36], 

[37]. 

Fog-induced atmospheric attenuation requires FSO systems to transmit extra optical power to 

compensate for the loss without exceeding regulatory safety limits or reducing link range [14]. An 

FSO-RF hybrid system may provide 99.999% availability in all-weather situations with an RF back-

up link in fog-prone areas [38]. This hybrid technology reduces the data rate when the RF back-up 

link is active [14]. The hybrid system can lose data when transitioning from FSO to RF or vice versa 

and/or lose real-time operation owing to temporary data storage. Buffered switching prevents data 

loss. To avoid false triggers, the switchover switch should be rapid and smart. Additionally, as FSO 

is essentially a line of sight (LOS) technology that can be disrupted by obstacles such as buildings or 

trees and the limited mobility of FSO systems which limits their utility in certain applications such 

as mobile networks which poses a great design challenge. 

This research investigates and proposes the cost-effective software defined implementation for an 

optimum switching method for a targeted bit error rate (BER), packet error rate (PER), and Rb in the 

presence of fog and turbulence-induced channel fading. In order to solve the issue of limited mobility 

and LOS characteristic, this thesis will examine and propose the adaptively reconfigurable MIMO 

FSO system to overcome the varying atmospheric conditions by proposing a smart and fast switching 

mechanism to prevent data loss. In this thesis, SD and optical combining to avoid the cost and 

complexity including the processing delays will be considered. To attain these goals, several research 

objectives have been formulated. 
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1.3 Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this research is to investigate the performance of the flexible and reconfigurable FSO 

systems in order to comprehend the advantages and disadvantages including the limitations. In 

addition, the research aims to compare the performance of single input single output (SISO), MIMO, 

multiple input single output (MISO), and SDR-FSO systems. The results of the analysis will be useful 

to implement the real-time software defined based FSO systems experimentally and to estimate the 

required system architecture to reach a desired level of performance, as well as the achievable link 

margin and possible link range. To accomplish this, the research objectives are as outlined: 

1. Review the fundamental properties of terrestrial FSO and comprehend the peculiarities of 

the atmospheric channel as well as the challenges put on the functioning of the system. 

2. Examine the existing models used for mitigation of the atmospheric channel impacts. 

3. Comprehensive simulation of the proposed FSO system for design validation. 

4. Optimization of the MIMO FSO system to reduce the error rate and mitigate the atmospheric 

conditions. 

5. Proposing a novel design for a reconfigurable FSO system that is supported by 

comprehensive analytical modelling and fabrication of the proposed system to implement in 

the real-time domain. 

6. Proposing a system design to implement a real-time adaptive switching algorithm 

experimentally using off-the-shelf components. 

7. Comparison of experimental performance analysis of existing models and the proposed 

models. 

8. An evaluation of the system's performance based on the BER and link availability. 
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1.4 Original Contributions 

During the course of this research, the original contributions made are best outlined with reference 

to Figure 1.1 and are also summarised below: 

1. Investigation of the limitation of FSO system under fog and turbulence in real-time 

atmospheric chamber based on (on-off keying) OOK signalling technique and off-the-

shelf components and demonstrated the experimental results. The link power budget and 

the system tolerance along with the misalignment losses are examined. 

2. Developing an experimental testbed for FSO system using GNURadio to demonstrate 

the viability of the SDR in FSO systems as a proof of concept including (i) the 

mathematical analysis to demonstrate the functionality of the turbulence and fog, 

covering the regimes of light, moderate, and strong atmospheric regimes in real-time, 

including the BER estimator; and (ii) introduction of  a software-based platform whereby 

changing the parameters at will, observing the real impact in the system performance of 

a practical setting. 

3. Investigation of the adaptive schemes to mitigate the effect of turbulence and fog for the 

MIMO FSO link including (i) introducing the capability and implementation of SDR in 

OWC systems; (ii) simulation of the MIMO FSO using scintillation index and 

atmospheric loss experienced by the channel to determine the BER in real time; (iii) 

proposing an adaptive switching algorithm for MIMO FSO system using SDR based 

ecosystem called GNURadio; (iv) proposing a real-time decision-making feedback link 

using BER to increase/decrease the number of laser transmitter (Tx); and (v) introducing 

and employing the thresholding method to support the decision-making process. 

4. Investigation of the final design and experimental demonstration including (i) the MIMO 

FSO system configuration based on adaptive switching and thresholding methods 

outlined in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively; (ii) using a power meter to estimate the 

visibility (i.e., channel state information (CSI)) of the FSO channel for varying fog 
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conditions in order to implement the thresholding method; and (iii) analysis of the 

experimental demonstration of the gigabit ethernet MIMO FSO switch software defined 

adaptive switching using off the shelf components such as media converter (MC), optical 

switch (OS), power meter, etc. 

5. Investigation and analysis of the effects of FSO data rate and link availability of the 

gigabit ethernet MIMO FSO in a 5 m dedicated atmospheric chamber.
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Figure 1.1. Summary of original contributions. 
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1.5 Thesis Structure 

This thesis has been arranged into six chapters. Chapter One outlines a complete introduction of 

FSO technology and the SDR-FSO system. The background, aim, and objective of the thesis 

including the original contributions to knowledge are also mentioned in this chapter. In Chapter 

Two, an overview of FSO technology is discussed. The structure, the application, and the 

fundamental features of FSO system are discussed and explained thoroughly with a general block 

diagram. The functions of each distinctive part are highlighted and also presented. The limitation and 

bottleneck caused by the atmospheric conditions, especially fog and turbulence, along with the 

mitigation techniques are introduced. The link budget analysis of the traditional FSO system is also 

mentioned in this chapter. Chapter Three summarizes the background and fundamental features of 

SDR technology. The distinctive architecture of the SDR system is thoroughly explained and the 

area of applications is discussed, the commercially available frontends of the SDR technology 

including both hardware and software frontends are investigated and the comparison of limitations 

of each frontend is analysed. A brief introduction of the software defined networking system is also 

introduced including its structure and available frontends. 

Chapter Four discusses software defined optical communications systems and various adaptive 

systems, such as adaptive equalization, adaptive modulation, and adaptive power allocation. A real 

MIMO FSO with an adaptive switching algorithm in a software defined GNURadio ecosystem is 

proposed to mitigate atmospheric losses. The performance of a real-time SDR/GNURadio 

implementation under different atmospheric conditions is evaluated and a thorough discussion on 

channel characterization and building real-time out-of-tree (OOT) modules for the system 

implementation is made. The (bit error rate tester) BERT is utilized to perform a bit-by-bit 

comparison with the GNURadio signal processing block. The MIMO FSO with adaptive switching 

technique is demonstrated to operate effectively in dense fog and validated that the switching 

mechanism, i.e., activating additional Txs, can only counteract turbulence up to a certain level. 
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Several experimental demonstrations of real-time FSO and MIMO FSO systems in software 

defined ecosystem GNURadio are investigated in Chapter Five. An implementation of the OOK 

signal generator and the performance of limitation due to the PC bandwidth, a real-time BER 

estimation of an FSO system under varying fog and turbulence conditions are first demonstrated and 

discussed using off-the-shelf components. In addition, the capability of the software defined FSO 

system in real time for very long-distance communications without the need for the required amount 

of physical space and the evaluation of real-time BER estimation is investigated. The implementation 

of a real-time MIMO FSO system with a proposed adaptive switching algorithm to validate the 

reconfigurability of the system is also carried out in this chapter. By employing the software defined 

adaptive switching method, the FSO system can operate against the severe fog regime, while the 

flexible configuration and easily implementable design are also provided. Finally, in Chapter Six, 

the conclusions and future recommended works are outlined. 
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Chapter 2. The FSO System 
                      

2.1 Introduction 

A comprehensive overview of the FSO technology is thoroughly explained in this chapter 

including its structure, key features, and the most common application areas. Additionally, the 

bottleneck associated with the FSO system as well as existing challenges are outlined and discussed. 

The chapter also introduces mitigation methods to combat varying atmospheric conditions as well as 

the combining methods for MIMO FSO systems and discussed the SD technique which is critical for 

the following chapters. 

2.2 An Overview 

Fundamentally, FSO involves the transmission of data/information (i.e., digital bit streams) using 

the optical carrier signal through unguided channels, see Figure 2.1. FSO is essentially a LOS system, 

where both the Tx and the receiver (Rx) are directly aligned with no obstructions. In optical 

transmission systems, the optical carrier signal is either internally (i.e., intensity) , mainly used for 

applications below 2.5 Gbps [39], depending on the system requirement  or externally (i.e., phase) 

modulated by the information, where the former is the most widely reported and used in the literature 

[13], [40]. The OOK-based intensity modulation/ direct detection (IM/DD) is the simplest and widely 

used scheme capable of delivering data rates up to 10 Gbps [41], [42]. Depending on the 

characteristics of the system and the channel conditions, i.e., laser power and the Rx sensitivity, more 

complex modulation schemes based multilevel-level and multi-carrier could be used to deliver higher 

capacity over a longer range in certain applications. However, for higher data rates (i.e., >10 Gbps) 

external modulation is the preferred option at the cost of increased complexity [43], [44], [13].  

As for the optical source there are two options: Light emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes 

(LDs). The LDs are mainly for the high data rates (up to 100 Tbps, using advanced modulation 

formats) [45] and short to long ranges (up to 70 km) and near earth laser satellite communications 
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FSO systems [46], [47].  The propagation medium could be a combination of sea/water, space, and 

atmosphere [48]. At the Rx, PDs and transimpedance amplifiers are used to regenerate the electrical 

signal. Note, in such systems optical components such as lens, beam splitters, optical filter, fibre, 

polarizers, etc, are also used both at the Tx and the Rx. 

The features of FSO system, areas of applications, and thorough description of each section (i.e., 

the Tx, channel and Rx) will be further discussed in the following sections. 

2.2.1 Application Areas 

The next generation applications of the IoT demand higher reliability, improved spectral and 

power efficiencies to meet the service requirements as part of 5th generation (5G) and the future (6th 

generation) 6G wireless networks [13], [49]. It is highly desirable that the end users will have an 

access to high-speed data (e.g., 11 Gbps) and ultra-low latency (10 ms-1 µs) optical fibre backbone 

networks [50], [51]. However, not all users have direct access to fibre-based networks in urban areas 

and in rural areas currently as the installation cost of optical fibres are very high and time consuming 

[13], [44]. In addition, the limited bandwidth (3kHz-300GHz) [52] and spectrum congestion 

experienced in commonly used band, < 4GHz (2.4GHz ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical)) in 

radio frequency (RF) technology are major issues in deploying them as part of the last mile/metre 

access networks [48], [53].  Therefore, new optical network access methods have been proposed and 

developed to address the aforementioned issues. In recent years, a growing interest in the use of FSO 

 

Figure 2.1.Block diagram of a typical FSO system with transceivers. 
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systems have been seen because of the optical fibre type ultra-high transmission capacity [54]. 

Moreover, it has become an excellent complement to RF based wireless technologies for future 

communication networks, including fifth-and-beyond-generation (5G+) and sixth-generation (6G) 

communication systems [55], [56], [57]. In addition to its vast license-free spectrum (up to 400 THz), 

FSO offers high data rates in the order of terabits/second, backbone network capability, inherent 

physical security, and insignificant inter-channel interference, making it a perfect choice for many 

applications in access and metro networks. The ability to provide high speed transmission within the 

short range makes FSO suitable for use to bridge the data gap between the backbone and the end 

users [58], [59].  The growing number of applications can be seen in Figure 2.2, which require access 

to the quality data services anywhere, under all conditions at all times. Among the emerging 

applications of FSO are the following: 

• Last-mile access - With the most end users within a short range from the backbone, FSO is 

the broadband wireless solution to bridge the connectivity gap between the metropolitan 

networks (the end user and the fibre optic backbone) [48].  

 

Figure 2.2.The application of FSO in high data rate access. 
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• Backhaul - Possibility to carry high speed and high data rate cellular telephone traffic via 

fast synchromesh networks back to the public switched telephone network using FSO [46]. 

• Enterprise connectivity - FSO systems provide high flexibility in terms of being able to 

redeploy and high security since it uses a LOS configuration, meaning the Txs and Rxs are 

in direct visual contact. This allows for the flexibility to deploy FSO systems in a wide range 

of environments in metropolitan areas, over water, and in challenging terrain. It is also easily 

installable, which makes it capable of interconnecting two buildings or other broadband and 

backbone networks [60]. 

• Fibre backup - In case of transmission failure through the primary optical fibre link, FSO 

can be used as a backup link [9]. 

•  Military access - FSO is widely deployed due to its high security and undetectable 

characteristic. The large area connectivity and minimal planning make FSO suitable for 

military applications between satellites [13]. 

• Space communications - Components utilized in FSO systems can be found in an increasing 

number of applications of many matured high technologies which already endorse FSO 

space embarked systems to be more reliable and versatile [48]. 

• Coherence in deep space communications - FSO can increase spacecraft and satellite link 

capacities 10-100 times over RF. FSO transceivers reduce the size, weight, and power of 

satellite systems. Less weight and size mean a cheaper launch and less power means less 

drain on the energy sources of the spacecraft [61]. 

• Health care and medical imaging - Real-time access to information in FSO with such high 

speed in many parts of hospitals, especially around MRI scanners and in operating theatres 

is highly desirable compared to conventional RF-based communications [62].  

• High quality audio and video streaming - FSO is an attractive solution for the requirement 

of huge bandwidth for video surveillance, high-definition cameras, and monitoring [63]. It 

is also widely used for live broadcasting such as sports events and emergency situations such 

as weather forecasts, and military coup [43]. 
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2.3 FSO Features 

FSO communication is considered as the next leading-edge technology to solve the bandwidth 

bottleneck of RF systems for better spectrum management and high-speed broadband connection due 

to its unique features such as: 

•  High data rate - FSO system can potentially offer up to 2000 THz data bandwidth due to 

the optical carrier frequency range from 1012-1016 Hz. Currently, the RF technology offers 1 

to 2 Mbps for unregulated 2.4 GHz ISM bands, 20 Mbps at 5.7 GHz 4G mobile, and 875 

Mbps in 60 GHz mmW technologies [64], [65]. Therefore, optical communications 

guarantee an increased data rate and information capacity compared with RF band-based 

communication systems. The comparison and key differences between RF and optical 

communications are given in Table. 2.1.  

•  License free spectrum - The spectrum congestion in RF technology has been a major 

problem in wireless technology with the increasing demand from end users and IoT devices. 

The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) in the US and Office of Communication 

(Ofcom) in the UK put a strict regulations in place to minimise this interference from the 

adjacent band, therefore requiring a huge amount of fees and several months of 

Table 2.1. Comparison of FSO and RF communications [66, 67]. 

Parameter/Property FSO RF 

Typical transmit power mW-W W-kW 

License Free Yes No 

Pass Through Walls No Yes 

Data Rate Up to 2000 THz Up to 3 THz 

Path Loss High High 

Multipath fading No Yes 

Security High Low 

Device Size Small Large 

Dominant noise Background light Other sources 

Network architecture Scalable Unscalable 
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administration [68]. On the contrary, the optical frequency bands do not require regulations 

and are relatively inexpensive compared to the RF license band. The absence of a license fee 

and the administration time delay in RF technology has begun the return on investment in 

FSO. Additionally, optical communication systems with wide unlicensed spectral ranges 

between 700 and 10,000 nm can offer protocols-free data links with data rates exceeding 2.5 

Gbps per wavelength and reach up to 5 km [69]. 

• Directivity/beam profile -  The beam profile, especially LDs are renowned for its narrow 

beam with a typical diffraction limited beam divergence of 0.01-0.1 mrad  [70]. The transmit 

power is mainly focused within an extremely narrow beam profile due to its tight spatial 

confinement allowing the laser beam to operate almost independently. 

• Low cost - In general, the cost of installation, maintenance, and license fees of FSO systems 

compared to the other communication technologies has major advantages [71]. FSO can also 

deliver the same bandwidth as optical fibre without the high cost of digging and trenching 

roads for fibre installation. Furthermore, its feature of license free spectrum makes the 

implementation of FSO much cheaper than optical fibre based and RF technologies [72]. 

• Fast installation and redeployment - The main factor of FSO system installation is the 

establishment of data transmission and reception between the Tx and the Rx. The speed of 

installation of FSO could be as low as four hours for the system to be operational whereas 

RF wireless technology can take up to months [73]. Moreover, it is extremely easy to be 

taken down and redeploy/re-implement in another location. 

• Power consumption -  Especially with the growth of internet traffic, technological advances 

in communication systems and equipment are causing a rapid increase in power 

consumption, as well as the efforts to develop more energy efficient devices [74]. Due to the 

FSO utilizing mainly optical lasers and LEDs, which are lighter in weight, compact, and 

power efficient than conventional light bulbs, it is also known for potentially being 

economically green compared to RF, while data communication technology is responsible 

for 2-10% of the global power consumption [58]. 
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• High security -  The well-confined narrow laser offer security in transmission, which is 

highly desirable in today’s telecommunications, where the eavesdropper would need to 

locate the optical beam very closely to the Tx and the Rx in order to capture enough energy 

to access the information [75] that results in blocking [76]. 

2.4 FSO Structure 

A typical FSO system contains three stages: (i) a Tx that sends optical radiation through the 

atmosphere in accordance with Beer-Lambert's law; (ii) a free space transmission channel, where 

turbulent eddies (cloud, rain, smoke, gases, temperature variations, fog, and aerosol) exist; and (iii) 

an Rx that processes the received signal Figure 2.3. 

2.4.1 The Transmitter  

In the Tx block, a modulator, an optical driver, and optics such as collimators, splitters, and fibre are 

typically consisted. The modulated optical signal is then transmitted through the atmosphere to the 

Rx. The IM/DD scheme, see Fig. 2.4 (a), is the most widely used in which the input data is modulated 

onto the irradiance of the optical radiation [45]. The selected modulation scheme could be a more 

complex multilevel phase, amplitude, and frequency scheme depending on the application and more 

advanced implementations. However, IM/DD is not applicable for high-speed transmission links due 

to the limited bandwidth of the optical sources (< 10 GHz) [77], their nonlinear properties which can 

 

Figure 2.3. Block diagram of a terrestrial FSO link. 
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lead to generating additional spectral sidebands that are not presented in the original signal leading 

to the reduced system performance, and power loss [78]. Alternatively, optical sources can be 

modulated by using external modulators like Mach Zehnder modulator (MZM), see Fig. 2.4 (b). 

Considering that the source and external modulator are both linear, the free space optical link only 

acts as an attenuator and is transparent to the RF signal. In such systems, complex and advanced 

modulation formats such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), orthogonal frequency division 

multiplexing (OFDM), orbital angular momentum multiplexing can be used [79], [80], [81]. The 

mmW signals approaching 100 GHz could be transmitted using external modulators but at the cost 

of power efficiency and linearization [82]. However, LDs are linear at low power levels but become 

progressively nonlinear at higher power levels, thus resulting in harmonic intermodulation and 

distortions [83]. 

The driver is utilized to regulate the current flow of the LD, whereas optics are used to collect, 

collimate, and direct the optical beam toward the Rx aperture. Both LEDs and LDs can be used in 

FSO systems, where collimated LED-based links can potentially be used in indoor applications. The 

wavelength bands used in OWC are [13]: 

1. 200-280 nm – Ultraviolet (UV) band also called deep UV band and is mainly used for military 

communications [43]. 

2. 390-750 nm – Visible band also known as VLC, which can be used in several applications 

including wireless local area networks, personal area networks, and vehicular networks [44]. 

3. 750 – 1600 nm – Near Infrared (IR) bands are commonly referred to as FSO systems. High-

speed, protocol-transparent links that typically use lasers as Txs [43].  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.4. Optical intensity: (a) internal modulation, and (b) external modulation using MZM. 
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4. 0.780–1.4 μm – Near infrared (IR-A) are commonly used in optical fibre communications 

5. 1.4–3 μm – Short-wavelength infrared (IR-B) is the dominant spectral region for long-distance 

telecommunications (especially the 1530-1560 nm range), including optical fibre and free-

space optics. 

6. 3–5 μm – Mid-wavelength infrared (IR-C). 

7. 8–15 μm – Long-wavelength infrared (IR-C). 

8. 15–1000 μm – far infrared. 

The majority of FSO systems are usually designed to operate in spectral windows between 780 -

850 nm, and 1520 - 1600 nm with a typical attenuation of < 0.2 dB/km [84]. Due to the wide 

utilization of 850 and 1550 nm transmission windows in optical fibre networks, the devices and 

components are readily available [85], [46], [13]. Today's service provider networks and 

transmission equipment widely use 850 nm Txs and detector components that are reliable, high-

performing, and affordable. Highly sensitive silicon avalanche photo diode (APD) detectors and 

sophisticated vertical cavity surface emitting lasers can be used in this window [86], [46]. Moreover, 

the 1550 nm band is well suited for free space transmission with semiconductor laser technology and 

amplifiers being used in commercial systems. 

2.4.2 The Channel 

In FSO, the main drawback of the LOS configuration is that the link performance can be affected 

by flying objects such as birds, low clouds, and atmospheric conditions (i.e., fog, turbulence, rain, 

snow, smoke, sandstorm, etc.) [36]. The atmospheric condition affects the transmitted laser beam in 

terms of absorption, scattering, and fluctuation due to the interaction of photons with aerosol particles 

of different types and shapes [87]. Typically, the laser beams are highly directional with a high degree 

of spatial coherence (close to zero) [88]. However, the beam spot/ footprint becomes larger, which 

increases with transmission distance L as it propagates through the atmospheric channel experiencing 

beam spreading. Since the PD has a finite physical size and the beam spot is larger than the PD 

aperture, the system can potentially experience a link failure.  
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The beam spot is given as [85]: 

Beam footprint (m) = 𝜃0(mrad) × 𝐿 (km). (2.1) 

An additional loss due to misalignment between the Tx and the Rx, an increase in components 

losses due to aging, and other unknown factors are categorized as miscellaneous loss 𝐿Misc. Another 

feature of interest is the atmospheric attenuation loss 𝐿Atm. This is due to the inhomogeneous 

phenomena of temperature, which causes changes in the refractive index of the atmosphere, creating 

eddies or cells of varying sizes from  ~ 0.1cm to ~ 10 m changing with different temperatures [89]. 

The air packets/eddies act like mirrors, which deviate and fluctuate the laser beam from its main 

transmission path. The optical beam propagating the turbulent channel experiences random 

variation/fading in its irradiance (i.e., scintillation) and phase. One of the most important impairments 

to consider in an FSO system is the attenuation due to fog/ fog loss 𝐿Fog.  

When a light signal transverse the atmosphere, some of the photons are absorbed by molecular 

elements such as water, vapor, carbon dioxide, fog, and smoke particles, which results in reduced 

power and beam spreading (i.e., dispersion).  Consequently, the interaction between aerosols and 

photons can be highly dynamic in terms of the wavelength range of interest and magnitude of 

atmospheric scattering. This is because most aerosols are created at the earth's surface (e.g., desert 

dust particles, human-made industrial particulates, maritime droplets, etc.), the boundary layer (a 

layer up to 2 km above the earth's surface) contains the highest concentration of aerosols. Above the 

boundary layer, the concentration of aerosols decreases rapidly. Due to atmospheric activities and 

the mixing action of winds, aerosol concentration becomes spatially uniform and less dependent on 

geographic location at higher elevations. The primary interaction between aerosols and a propagating 

beam is scattering [47]. Mie scattering theory is used to describe aerosol scattering as the aerosol 

particle sizes are comparable to wavelengths of interest in optical communications and will be 

discussed thoroughly in the next section. The different types of atmospheric constituents' sizes and 

concentrations of the different types of atmospheric constituents are listed in Table 2.2. 
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The Beer-Lambert law describes the scattering coefficient of the channel as [9]: 

𝛽𝑎(𝜆) = −
log(

𝑃Rx
𝑃Tx

)

𝐿
, (2.2) 

where 𝑃Rx is the power received for the channel condition under evaluation and 𝑃Tx is the transmit 

power. The modelling of the fluctuation and scattering of an optical source under fog and a turbulent 

atmosphere will be further explained in the next section. 

2.4.3 The Receiver 

 Typically, the Rx consists of an optics, optical bandpass filter, PD, amplifier, and post-detection 

processor/circuit.  Note that a larger aperture PD is more desirable to collect multiple uncorrelated 

optical radiations, which is known as aperture averaging (AA). However, a wider aperture also leads 

to higher background noise. The optical bandpass filter minimizes the background light, thus 

improved signal to noise ratio (SNR). The most commonly used PDs in laser communication systems 

are p-type-intrinsic-n-type (PIN) PD and APD, see Table 2.3.  The filtering, amplification, and signal 

processing are done in the post-detection processor stage to guarantee reliable data recovery. 

Table 2.2. Radiuses of various types of particles [90], [14]. 

Type Radii (µm) Concentration (cm-3) 

Air molecules 10-4 1019 

Aerosol 10-2 to 1 10 to 103 

Fog 1 to 10 10 to 100 

Cloud 1 to 10 100 to 300 

Raindrops 102 to 104 10-5 to 10-2 

Snow 103 to 5×103 N/A 

Hail 5×103 to 5×104 N/A 
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2.5 Atmospheric Conditions 

FSO link availability is significantly important under all channel conditions [48]. For example, 

fog and turbulence significantly affect the performance of the link by changing the optical 

wavefront's amplitude (power) and phase as it passes through the free space channel. 

2.5.1 Turbulence 

Due to local temperature variations that leads to the fluctuation in the refractive index of air, 

random changes in the optical phase of the light beams occurs and it is also known as turbulence 

[93]. Other well-known impacts of turbulence include the sparkling of stars due to fluctuations in the 

irradiance of stars and the shimmering of the horizon on a hot day due to random variations in the 

optical phase that result in worse image quality [70]. Atmospheric turbulence also depends on the 

atmospheric pressure/altitude, wind speed, and changes in the index of refraction due to temperature 

inhomogeneity, which results in [94], [95], [96]: 

Table 2.3. The comparison of APD and PIN PDs [91] [92]. 

Features PIN APD 

Sensitivity Low High 

Cost Low High 

SNR Poor Good 

Conversion efficiency 0.5 to 1 A/W 0.5 to 100 A/W 

Modulation bandwidth 
Tens of MHz to tens of 

GHz 

Hundreds of MHz to tens of 

GHz 

Photocurrent gain 1 102 - 104 

Special circuitry required None 
Temperature compensation 

circuitry 

Linearity High Low 

Bias voltage (V) for Si 45 -100 220 

Capacitance (pF) for Si 1.2 - 3 1.3 - 2 
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a) Beam steering – The propagating direction of the beam deviates from its original path 

causing the beam to drift away from the Rx.  

b) Beam spreading – Leads to received power loss due to the increased beam divergence due 

to scattering.  

c) Beam scintillation – Depends on the radius of the particles (fog, aerosol) encountered during 

the propagation process causing the variation in the spatial power density at the Rx side.  

d) Refraction and reflection – Due to the bouncing of the optical beam in its regular pattern off 

the surface of an object or as the beam passes at an angle from one medium to another one 

of different density. 

e) Spatial coherence degradation – The phase coherence between the beam phase fronts 

experiences loss due to turbulence [97]. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2.5. Channel models in: (a) free space, (b) clear air with turbulence layer, and (c) a 

multiple scattering medium. 
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f) Image dancing - Due to changes in the laser's arrival angle, the received beam's focus shifts 

randomly in the image plane [36]. 

These aforementioned conditions also depend on the beam itself as shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 

2.5 (a) shows a wavefront area, 𝐴𝑓 =
𝜋(𝜃0𝐿)

2

4
 at the distance of L, and a corresponding field intensity 

inside the beam of transmitted power 
𝑃Tx

𝐴𝑓
 watts/area in free space, i.e., clear channel. Figure 2.5 (b) 

shows channel eddies and temperature variation as turbulence. When the beam front is smaller 

than the dimension of the turbulence (shown as a flat plane), the beam can be attenuated by clear air 

but is undistorted, except for the possibility of beam redirection [98]. Figure 2.5 (c) shows the 

diffracted beam passing through the atmospheric medium where the channel can be considered as a 

dense collection of liquid particles that cause beam absorption and multiple scattering. In addition, 

due to the optical source not being collimated the scattered radiation will be received from different 

directions i.e., beam spreading [98]. Considering that the turbulent eddies are fixed or frozen at t = 

0, the lens-like eddies are shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6. The turbulent channel consists of eddies of various sizes. 

Turbulence is a slow varying fading channel with temporal coherence ranging from 1 to 10 ms. 

[97].   The channel state models the random attenuation experienced by the propagating laser beam 

in the atmospheric channel due to scintillation ℎ𝑡 and atmospheric attenuation/path loss ℎ𝑎 given by 

the channel gain h= ℎ𝑎ℎ𝑡 .The path loss due to atmospheric conditions over a distance L is given by 

ℎ𝑎 = 𝑒
−𝛾𝐿, where 𝛾 is the extinction loss coefficient of the channel in reciprocal distance units. 
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The intensity of the optical I of a wave propagating under turbulence suffers from a random fading 

effect with the normalized variance or the scintillation index, given by [99]:  

𝜎𝐼
2 = 

〈𝐼2〉 − 〈𝐼〉2

〈𝐼〉2
 , (2.3) 

where 〈. 〉 denotes the ensemble average equivalent to long-time averaging with the assumption of an 

ergodic process. Assuming plane wave propagation, 𝜎𝐼
2 is given by [100]: 

𝜎𝐼
2(𝐷)  =  exp

[
 
 
 
 
 

0.49 𝜎𝑅
2 

(1 + 0.653𝑑2 + 1.11𝜎𝑅

12
5 )

7
6

+

0.51 𝜎𝑅
2 (1 + 0.69 𝜎𝑅

12
5 )

−
5
6

 

(1 + 0.9𝑑2 + 0.621 𝑑2𝜎𝑅
2)
12
5

]
 
 
 
 
 

− 1, (2.4) 

where d = 
𝐷

2
√
𝑘

𝐿
   is the circular aperture scaled by the Fresnel zone provided, 𝑘 is the wavenumber. 

𝜎𝑅
2  is Rytov variance showing the strength of the turbulence is expressed by: 

𝜎𝑅
2 = 1.23𝐶𝑛

2𝑘
7
6𝐿
11
6 , (2.5) 

where 𝑘 =
2𝜋

𝜆
 is the wave number with λ the wavelength, and L is the link distance. In this way, 

weak, moderate, and strong turbulence conditions are characterized by 𝜎𝑅
2 < 1, 𝜎𝑅

2 ≈ 1, and 𝜎𝑅
2≫1, 

respectively. 𝐶𝑛
2 stands for refractive index structure coefficient, and the most commonly used among 

several available 𝐶𝑛
2 profile model is the Hufnagle-Valley model described by [101]:  

𝐶𝑛
2(ℎ) = 0.00594(

𝑣

27
)
2
(10−5ℎ)10 exp (

ℎ

1000
) + 2.7 × 10−6 exp (−

ℎ

1500
) +

𝐴 exp (−
ℎ

1000
), 

(2.6) 

where h is the altitude in meters (m), ν and A is the rms wind speed in meters per second (m/sec), 

and a nominal value of 𝐶𝑛
2 (0) at the ground respectively. For FSO links near the ground, 𝐶𝑛

2 can be 

taken approximately to be 1.7 ×10−14 m−2/3 during daytime and 8.4×10−15 m−2/3 at night. In 

general, 𝐶𝑛
2 varies from 10−13 m−2/3 for strong turbulence to 10−17 m−2/3 for weak turbulence 
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with 10−15 m−2/3 [102]. A similar parameter for temperature variation related to 𝐶𝑛
2 can be described 

as temperature structure parameter and can be defined as [103]: 

𝐶𝑛
2 = [79 × 10−6

𝑃

𝑇2
] 𝐶𝑇

2 . (2.7) 

Where P is the atmospheric structure in millibar and T is the average temperature in Kelvin. 

Generally, the weak turbulence regime can be modeled using Log-normal distribution if 𝜎𝑅
2 < 0.3. 

The probability distribution function (PDF) of the normalized irradiance with mean 𝜇𝑥 and variance 

𝜎𝑥
2 is given as [104]: 

𝑓𝐼(𝐼) =
1

2𝐼

1

√2𝜋𝜎𝑥
2
exp(−

(ln (
𝐼
𝐼0
) − 2𝜇𝑥)

2

8𝜎𝑥
2 ) , (2.8) 

where 𝐼0 is the signal light intensity without turbulence. Assuming the weak turbulence, 𝜎𝐼
2 and 𝜎𝑥

2 

are related as follows [105]: 

𝜎𝐼
2 = exp(4𝜎𝑥

2) − 1 ≅ 4𝜎𝑥
2. (2.9) 

Different expressions for the variance of the Log-normal distribution are introduced depending 

on the light propagation model. It can be assumed that for the weak turbulence and plane wave 

propagation, 𝜎𝐼
2 = 𝜎𝑅

2. For moderate to strong turbulence (where 𝜎𝑅
2 ≈ 1 for moderate and 𝜎𝑅

2 >

1 for strong turbulence ) the received optical signal intensity I, the PDF of Gamma-Gamma 

distribution can be used and is given by [106]: 

𝑓𝐼(𝐼) =
2(𝛼𝛽)

𝛼+𝛽
2
 𝐼 
𝛼+𝛽
2
−2

Γ(𝛼)Γ(𝛽)𝐼0
𝛼+𝛽
2

 𝐾𝛼−𝛽 (2√𝛼𝛽
𝐼

𝐼0
), (2.10) 

where 𝛼 and 𝛽 represent small and large-scale eddies of the scattering cells respectively [107], [108]. 

𝐾𝑛 (𝑥) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order 𝛼 and Γ(𝛼) is the Gamma 

function. 𝛼 and 𝛽 that characterize the optical irradiance fluctuations PDF are related to the 𝜎𝐼
2 and 

the atmospheric conditions, and can be expressed as [105]: 
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𝛼 =
1

exp(𝜎ln𝑋
2 )

− 1, (2.11. a) 

𝛽 =
1

exp(𝜎ln𝑌
2 )

− 1. (2.11. b) 

If 𝜎ln𝑋
2  and 𝜎ln𝑌

2  is denoted as the variances of large- and small-scale log-irradiance, respectively, 

the scintillation index is given by: 

𝜎𝐼
2 =

1

𝛼
+
1

𝛽
+
1

𝛼𝛽
= exp(𝜎ln𝑋

2 + 𝜎lnY
2 ) − 1. (2.12) 

For the plane wave propagation model, the close-form expressions for 𝜎ln𝑋
2  and 𝜎lnY

2  parameters 

can be described as [105]: 

𝜎ln𝑋
2 = 

0.49𝜎𝑅
2

(1 + 0.65𝑑2 + 1.11𝜎𝑅

12
5 )

7
6

 

(2.13. a) 

𝜎ln𝑋
2 = 

0.51𝜎𝑅
2  (1 + 0.69𝜎

𝑅

12
5 )

−
5
6

1 + 0.9𝑑2 + 0.62 𝑑2𝜎
𝑅

12
5

 
(2.13. b) 

where  𝑑 = (
𝑘 𝑑𝑠

2

4𝐿
)
0.5

 and 𝑑𝑠 is the aperture diameter. 

2.5.2 Mitigation Techniques 

In turbulence channels, the performance of the traditional SISO FSO link is extremely poor and 

cannot satisfy the typical BER target. Several mitigation techniques have been proposed in the 

literature to improve the propagating optical signal to reduce the effect including the use of the AA 

technique, error control coding, adaptive optics, spatial and time diversities, and maximum likelihood 

sequence detection [109]. AA is a widely used technique, used to reduce the variation of optical 

intensity according to the aperture diameter  (𝑑𝑠). In this method, the Rx aperture needs to be larger 

than the spatial coherence distance 𝜌0 of the atmospheric turbulence to receive several uncorrelated 

signals, which is defined as [110]: 
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𝜌0 = (1.46𝑘
2𝐶𝑛

2𝐿)−
3
5. 

(2.14) 

This is particularly useful to determine the size of the Rx aperture and the separation distance of 

detectors in a multiple Rx system. The fading effect can be mitigated significantly by utilizing the 

AA technique and the parameter that is typically used to quantify the fading reduction is the AA 

factor, given by [100], [106], [111]: 

𝐴𝐹 =  
𝜎𝐼
2(𝑑𝑠)

𝜎𝐼
2(0)

= [1 + 1.6682 (
𝑑𝑠

𝑑0
)
2
]
−
7

6

, 
(2.15) 

where 𝜎𝐼
2(𝑑𝑠) and 𝜎𝐼

2(0) can be defined as the scintillation index of the Rx with and without 𝑑𝑠, 

respectively.  

Adaptive optics is used to correct the distortion of the incoming wavefront by reversing the 

wavefront deformation effect of the atmospheric turbulence. The simplest method of adaptive optics 

is a tip-tilt correction, where correction of the wavefront takes place in two dimensions [112]. 

However, the cost and the design complexity are major bottlenecks. The adaptive optics combining 

technique is also utilized as a linear combining method in SD techniques at the Rxs and will be 

further discussed in the next section.  

Error correction coding is introduced mainly to combat fading due to random fluctuations of 

intensity in a turbulence channel, as well as to deal with burst errors due to the temporal coherence 

time of turbulence being far greater than the typical symbol duration. Among several coding 

techniques, polar codes are the only one that have been proven to reach the Shannon limit with low 

complexity [113]. In [114], the utilization of low density parity check (LDPC) codes in an FSO 

system was discussed, and reported that LDPC OFDM and MIMO concept improved the BER under 

a strong turbulent channel. However, the polar codes have been proven to obtain higher coding gains 

(>20 dB) than LDPC codes in FSO systems in [115]. The use of turbo codes for optical subcarrier 

phase shift keying and optical pulse position modulation (PPM) FSO  systems were reported in [116]. 

The investigation and design of an OFDM VLC system with a Viterbi decoder was reported in [117] 

showing that convolutional encoding and Viterbi algorithm offered improved performance. On the 
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contrary, polar codes are selected into the standard of 5G channel coding due to their unique 

advantages. Adaptive coding with different code rates using polar codes to improve the system 

performance was reported in [118]. However, invoking error control coding could introduce huge 

processing delays and efficiency degradation in view of the number of redundant bits that will be 

required [119]. 

 The SD technique is particularly critical to adopt under strong turbulence, where SISO links 

cannot tolerate [120]. The technique significantly reduce the possibility for blocking of the laser 

beam with no concerns on the transmit power density limitation (usually expressed in terms of 

milliwatts per square centimetre) and the allowable safe laser power levels [102]. Figure 2.7 

illustrates a simple block diagram of the general SD schemes of SISO, SIMO, MISO, and MIMO.  

2.5.3 Combining Methods 

2.5.3.1 Adaptive optics combining 

Adaptive optics is applied at the Rx side, where the outputs of optical apertures are combined 

optically prior to photodetection and is mainly used in this research, see Figure 2.8. Generally, the 

 

Figure 2.7. SD configurations of SISO, SIMO, MISO, and MIMO denoting single-input single-output, 

single-input multiple-output, multiple-input single-output, multiple-input multiple output, respectively. 
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adaptive optics technique is characterized by an equivalent SISO system with the total received signal 

given as [121]: 

𝑟total = 𝑆𝜂𝐼total + 𝑛0, 
(2.16) 

where total irradiance received 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
1

𝑀
∑ 𝐼𝑚
𝑀
𝑚=1 , 𝑆 =∈ [1,0] represents the information bit, 𝜂 is 

the optical-to-electrical conversion coefficient, 𝑀  is the number of receiver aperture, and 𝑛0 

represents the number of simultaneously received 0s [122]. 

The simplified closed form of BER for the weak turbulence regime can be described as: 

BER =
1

√𝜋
∑ 𝜔𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 𝑄(𝜂𝐼0 

exp[2𝜇total+𝑧𝑖√8𝜎total
2 ]

√2𝑁0
), (2.18) 

where p is the order of approximation, 𝜔𝑖 is the weight factor for the pth-order approximation, and 

𝑧𝑖 is the zero of the pth-order Hermite polynomial. For values of, 𝑧𝑖  and 𝜔𝑖 refer to mathematical 

handbooks such as [123]. 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
2  and 𝜇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 are the total variance and mean which can be described 

as [121]: 

𝜎total
2 = ln [1 + 𝑒𝜎𝑥

2
−
1

𝑀
], 

(2.19.a) 

𝜇total = 0.5(𝜎𝑥
2 + 𝜎total

2  ). 
(2.19.b) 

Using Wilkinson's method for uncorrelated random variables [124]. There are other available linear 

combining techniques such as (i) equal gain combining (EGC); (ii) majority-logic combining (MLC); 

and (iii) selection combining (SelC).  

 

Figure 2.8. Block diagram of combining implementation at the optical domain level. OTx, RxOptics, 

and ORx refer to the optical Tx, optical aperture, and optical Rx, respectively. 
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2.5.3.2 Equal gain combining (EGC) 

In EGC method, the outputs of the optical apertures are detected at the photodetection stage and 

combined in electrical domain before being applied to the quantizer module as shown in Figure 2.9. 

 

The BER is given by: 

BER =
1

√𝜋
∑ 𝜔𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 𝑄(𝜂𝐼0 

exp[−2𝜎𝑥
2̂+𝑧𝑖√8𝜎𝑥

2]

√2𝑁0
), 

(2.21) 

where  𝜎𝑥
2̂= 

𝜎𝑥
2

𝑀
 [102]. 

2.5.3.3 Selection combining (SelC) 

In SC method, the received signal from the PD that experiences the highest intensity or SNR level 

is chosen for the processing at the Rx, see Figure 2.10. The signal intensity of each received signal 

is compared via signal level comparator prior to the quantizer. 

 

The BER of SelC technique is given as [125], [107]: 

Figure 2.9. Block diagram of combining implementation at electrical domains with EGC technique. 

Figure 2.10. Block diagram of combining implementation at electrical domains with SelC technique. 
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BER =
𝑀

√𝜋
∑ 𝜔𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 𝑄(−√2𝑧𝑖)

𝑀−1𝑄(𝜂𝐼0 

exp[−2−𝜎𝑥
2+𝑧𝑖√8𝜎𝑥

2]

√2𝑀𝑁0
), (2.23) 

2.5.3.4 Majority-logic combining 

In SelC where the strongest signal from M received signals is selected to be processed at the Rx, 

hence, neglecting (M-1) of M observations. Unlike SelC, in the MLC technique, all N observations 

are used and very similar to the process of the matched filter in frequency domain to the incoming 

signal. The output bits at each branch are monitored and the final output bit 𝐵total stream based on 

the received number of 1s (𝑛1) and 0s (𝑛0) as shown in Figure 2.11. 

For this technique, the probability of error is given by [126]: 

𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 

{
 
 

 
 ∑ (

𝑀

𝑖
)𝑃𝑏

𝑖𝑃𝑐
𝑀−𝑖 +

1

2
(
𝑀

𝑁
)𝑃𝑏

𝑁𝑃𝑐
𝑁, 𝑀 = 2𝑁

𝑀
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𝑀

𝑖
)𝑃𝑏

𝑖𝑃𝑐
𝑀−𝑖, 𝑀 = 2𝑁 − 1

𝑀

𝑖=𝑁

, (2.24) 

where 𝑃𝑏denotes the probability of error of each received branch that can be obtained by replacing 

𝐼0to 
𝐼0

𝑀
 in Eqn. (2.21), 𝑃𝑐 = 1 − 𝑃𝑏 and N >2, which is an integer number. However, considering that 

𝑃𝑐 ≅ 1 and with higher SNRs where 𝑃𝑏 ≪ 1 and assuming that all channels are independent and 

identically distributed. Eqn. (2.24) can be rewritten as: 

𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 

{
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. (2.25) 

 

Figure 2.11. Block diagram of combining implementation at logical domains with MLC technique. 
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 Another concept of cooperative diversity is a relay-assisted transmission system. By creating a 

virtual multiple aperture system which is also useful to combat the turbulence fading effect, the relay 

assisted systems can be a promising candidate as one of the long-distance transmission solutions. 

The system is designed to overcome the traditional FSO systems such as limited transmission 

distance and susceptibility to atmospheric turbulence. Instead of using multiple apertures, a single 

antenna is capable of achieving a huge diversity gain to realize the advantages of MIMO techniques. 

There are  

two possible configurations in relay-assisted transmission: serial (i.e., multi-hop transmission), and 

parallel configurations (i.e., cooperative diversity), described in Figure 2.12. The relay-assisted FSO 

transmission can be categorized into amplify and forward (AF) and decode and forward (DF) modes 

where the system with a high SNR radio such that the received signal strength is sufficiently higher 

than the noise or atmospheric fading [127].  In case of low SNR, relays will be forwarding the replicas 

of the noise/errors of the information they received [128].  

In a relay-assisted AF FSO system, a relay is placed between the Tx and the Rx to amplify and 

retransmit the signal, allowing for longer transmission distances and higher data rates. The 

transmitted signal travels through the air to the relay. The relay receives the light signal and amplifies 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.12. FSO relaying system: (a) serial configuration, and (b) parallel configuration. 
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it using an optical amplifier, such as an erbium-doped fibre amplifier [129]. The amplified signal is 

then retransmitted to the Rx. The primary downside of the AF technique is that the relay node 

amplifies the received signal, which also amplifies any noise present in the signal. This can lead to a 

degradation of the overall SNR. Moreover, the AF scheme can make the network more vulnerable to 

attacks, as the relay nodes amplify and forward the signal without necessarily checking its 

authenticity [130]. 

 In DF relaying, the relay node receives a signal from the source node, decodes the signal to obtain 

the original data, and then forwards the decided data to the destination node only if the received SNR 

is greater than a predetermined decoding threshold. This is necessary to prevent error propagation. 

However, the main disadvantage of DF relaying is that it has a high decoding delay. Since the relay 

must decode the signal before forwarding it, there is a delay (typically >1 ms) [131] between the time 

the signal is received by the relay and the time it is forwarded to the destination node. This can limit 

the applicability of decode-and-forward relaying in certain real-time applications. 

2.5.4 Fog and Visibility 

Generally, the performance of FSO is mostly attenuated by the fog condition. The presence of 

aerosols and particles triggers the absorption and scattering of the propagating optical signals. The 

aerosol is made up of tiny particles of various shapes ranging from spherical to irregular shapes 

suspended in the atmosphere. The attenuation coefficient is the sum of the absorption and the 

scattering coefficients from aerosols and molecular components. Note, weather attenuation as a 

function of wavelength   which can be expressed as [132]: 

where, 𝛼𝑚(𝜆) and 𝛼𝑎(𝜆) are the molecular and aerosol absorption coefficients, respectively, and 

𝛽𝑚(𝜆) is the molecular scattering coefficient. The last term represents the aerosol scattering 

coefficient due to fog attenuation. The absorption takes place while photons propagate in a channel 

and interacts with molecules [96]. The absorption coefficient depends on the type of gas molecules 

and their concentration [98]. Absorption is wavelength dependant leading to the atmosphere having 

𝛾(𝜆) =  𝛼𝑚(𝜆) + 𝛼𝑎(𝜆) + 𝛽𝑚(𝜆) + 𝛽𝑎(𝜆), 
(2.26) 
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transparent zones which is a range of wavelengths with minimal absorption and also known as 

transmission windows. The wavelength selected in FSO systems is basically chosen to coincide with 

the atmospheric transmission windows [37]. Therefore, the attenuation coefficient is dominated by 

scattering as 𝛾(𝜆) ≅  𝛽𝑎(𝜆). On the other hand, the scattering effect depends on the size of the 

particles (fog, aerosol), particularly radius (r). The scattering process can be classified by the size 

parameter,  𝑥0 = 2𝜋𝑟/𝜆. If 𝑥0 ≪ 1, it can be described as Rayleigh scattering whereas 𝑥0 ≈ 1 is Mie 

scattering. If 𝑥0 ≫ 1, the scattering process can be explained using the diffraction theory. The 

comparison of each scattering process is shown in Figure 2.13. 

2.5.4.1 Rayleigh scattering 

A closed-form expression of Rayleigh scattering is given by [133] : 

𝛽𝑅𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ(𝜆) = 0.827𝑁𝑝𝐴𝑝
3𝜆−4, (2.27) 

where 𝑁𝑝 is the number of particles per unit volume along the propagation path and 𝐴𝑝 is the cross-

sectional area of scattering. The proportionality of the Rayleigh scattering suggests that the shorter 

wavelengths get scattered more; this effect is what is responsible for the blue color of the sky during 

the day. 

2.5.4.2 Mie scattering 

Mie scattering occurs when the particle size is comparable to the beam size and as the fog particle 

size compares very much with the wavelength band of interest in FSO (0.5 m – 2 μm), this makes 

 

Figure 2.13. Comparison between Rayleigh, Geometric, and Mie scattering. 
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fog the major photon scatterer and Mie scattering the dominant scattering process in terrestrial FSO 

systems. The particles encountered in the atmosphere have complex shapes and orientations and 

applying the theory of Mie scattering to these atmospheric particles is therefore very complicated. 

Henceforth, the description of attenuation due to scattering will be based on the reported empirical 

formula. These empirical equations are often expressed in terms of the visibility range V in km. It is 

measured with an instrument called the transmissometer and a commonly used empirical model for 

Mie scattering is given by [132]: 

𝛽𝑎(𝜆)  =
3.91

𝑉
(

𝜆

550 𝑛𝑚
)
−𝑞

, (2.28) 

where q is the size distribution of scattering fog particles for which the two well-known models of 

the Kim model which can be defined as [134]: 

𝑞 =

{
 
 

 
 
      1.6                𝑉 > 50 km
1.3                6 km < 𝑉 < 50 km

0.16𝑉 + 0.34     1 km < 𝑉 < 6 km
𝑉 − 0.5                0.5 km < 𝑉 < 1 km

    0                         𝑉 < 0.5 km

. 
(2.29) 

To estimate the fog attenuation, where 𝛽𝑎(𝜆) is wavelength dependant for V < 0.5 km and the 

Kruse model can be given as: 

𝑞 = {

1.6                𝑉 > 50 km
1.3                6 km < 𝑉 < 50 km

0.585𝑉
1
3           0 < 𝑉 < 6 km

. 
(2.30) 

Depending on the visibility (V), fog can be defined as thick (V<0.1 km), medium (0.1<V<1), or 

thin (V>1), and the atmospheric loss (𝐿Atm) can be calculated as [135]: 

  𝐿Atm (
𝑑𝐵

𝑘𝑚
) = 4.343𝛽𝑎(𝜆). (2.31) 
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2.5.5 Mitigation Techniques 

In order to improve the FSO performance in fog conditions, various types of mitigation 

techniques, such as multiple beam transmission/transmitter diversity, i.e., MIMO or MISO, 

employing relay transmission, and hybrid RF/FSO are some of the physical layer mitigation 

techniques. Additionally, in case of thick fog, high-power lasers with special mitigation techniques 

can potentially offer better link availability. According to the IEC 60825-1 standard lasers are divided 

into four groups [98], [137]. Among the classification of Class 1 to Class 4 lasers with Class 1 being 

the least powerful and Class 4 being the most powerful, Class 1 lasers are mostly desirable in OWC 

systems due to their safety under all conditions. This is defined by the accessible emission limit 

metric which depends on the wavelength of the laser source, the geometry of the emitter, and the 

intensity of the source [138].  Generally, the two wavelengths mostly used for the FSO system are 

850 and 1550 nm due to their low molecular absorption and readily availability of the Tx and Rx 

components at these wavelengths [128].  

In fog attenuation, the use of SD to correct the system power according to the density of the fog 

helps in overcoming the effect of molecular absorption. Employing multiple Txs for parallel 

transmission where multiple copies of the information signal are transmitted to increase the 

transmitted power or by means of optical or electrical amplification could be considered. The system 

could perform better as MIMO or MISO configuration, not only for the purpose of intensifying the 

transmitted power but also could be used for power allocation in which a pair of Tx and Rx can be 

placed where the signal propagates in a different channel. In MIMO system considering that two 

pairs of Txs (Tx1 and Tx2) and Rxs (Rx1 and Rx2) are utilized for parallel transmission, Tx1 and 

Rx1 could be placed as a default link whereas Tx2 and Rx2 could be implemented in a different 

channel. The received signals can be optically or electrically combined afterward to be post processed 

by using the combining methods mentioned in Section 2.5.3. The same concept could be applied to 

MISO system where each Txs can be implemented in different channels and pointing toward the Rx 

from different angles. In this case, it is important to synchronize the two propagating signals to avoid 

system degradation.  
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Error correction and relay-assisted techniques can also be utilized to ease the fog attenuation 

which is mentioned in Section 2.5.2 as mitigation techniques for turbulence. In a dense fog regime, 

an RF back up link can be implemented as a complementary technology to have a hybrid FSO/RF 

system that has the capability of delivering 99.999% availability in all weather conditions [38]. A 

hybrid FSO/RF scheme uses the FSO link as a default transmission option, while RF is used as a 

backup when the channel conditions change due to weather conditions (i.e., fog, turbulence). RF 

transmissions will need to be switched to FSO once weather conditions change (rain, snow, or a clear 

channel) [139], [140].  In FSO, the scattering effects due to fog/smoke defocus the optical signal 

degrading the BER, hence, the system performance. On the other hand, RF links are more sensitive 

to rain scattering. Since the probability of the occurrence of fog and rain simultaneously is very low 

[141], the RF link can be utilized as a backup link to FSO in fog conditions. Hybrid systems, however, 

result in reduced data rates whenever the RF back-up link is active [126]. There are some challenges 

associated with hybrid systems, including data loss during switching from FSO to RF or vice versa 

and real-time performance loss due to temporary data storage. It is required to use buffers to prevent 

data loss during switching. 

2.6 Link Budget Analysis 

Link budget analysis is needed to estimate the system power limitations. It outlines all the losses 

encountered by the propagating beam, i.e., 𝐿Geo, 𝐿Misc, optical losses due to the imperfections in the 

lenses, and losses due to component aging. Usually, the beam is collimated to reduce 𝐿Geo which is 

given  by [13]: 

𝐿Geo(dB) = − 20 log10 (
𝐷Rx

𝐷Tx + 𝐿𝜃0
) , (2.33) 

where, 𝐷Rx and 𝐷Tx are the size of the Rx and Tx aperture, respectively. It is noticeable that a very 

narrow beam divergence is desirable in terrestrial FSO systems. However, wide beam divergence 

angle sources are also preferred for short-range FSO links to mitigate the misaligning issue and 

eliminate the necessity for active tracking systems at the expense of increased 𝐿Geo. Another 
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additional loss due to optics 𝐿Op, imperfect lenses and other optical components can be obtained 

from the component manufacturer [9]. Although the glass windows allow the optical signals to pass 

through, they also contributed to the overall power loss. This is due to the absorption loss of ~5% 

per mm of glass thickness, scattering loss of  > 0.1, and reflection loss of 0.1-8% [142]. 𝐿Misc also 

includes the coupling losses due to fibre and optics coupling. Considering that the Tx is directly 

pointed at the Rx, 𝐿Misc would be 0 dB, which is not an issue for short FSO links (<1km). 

The received optical power in dBm is given as: 

𝑃𝑅 = 𝑃𝑇 − 𝐿Geo − 𝐿Op − 𝐿Misc −   𝐿Atm − 𝐿M, 
(2.34) 

 where 𝐿M is the link margin that takes care of all possible future losses once the system is installed. 

Note, the link budget analysis could be used to determine the achievable link range, for given values 

of Rx sensitivity and link margin.  

2.7 Summary 

This chapter describes the fundamentals and introduction of the FSO system. The chapter also 

discusses the key features and structure of FSO systems including the areas where FSO is suitable to 

integrate to solve the bottleneck as last mile last meter access has been discussed. Turbulence and 

fog, which contribute the most to loss in FSO channels, are highlighted, and the challenges imposed 

by the atmospheric channel to an optical beam passing through it is also covered. Mitigation 

techniques to overcome the turbulent and fog channel along with the Rx diversity techniques and 

combining techniques are all equally mentioned, and the importance of link budget and link margin 

is also discussed.  
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Chapter 3. Software Defined 

Systems 
 

3.1 Introduction 

In communication networks, wireless technology has become immensely popular and influential 

in the past few decades [143]. The number of new standards on this technology replacing the old 

ones keeps increasing over time, thus resulting in a surplus. In addition, the high cost and the time 

taken to create new features and functionalities in response to the changing standards and 

applications introduce further challenges that need addressing.  One option to avoid the paperwork 

would be to go down the path of reconfigurability in the hardware domain, which also contributes to 

the sustainability agenda in information and communications technology. The software defined 

systems concept is an emerging field and a potential pragmatic solution that could be adopted in 

systems including wireless communications to dynamically changes device sub-systems in response 

to environmental changes and the user’s requirements. Software defined ecosystems can be 

implemented and evaluated in a flexible and reconfigurable manner by removing hardware 

limitations. In this chapter, the widely used methods and ecosystems of SDR and commercially 

available frontends will be discussed thoroughly. Another useful architecture as a networking 

approach known as a software defined network (SDN) for network management issues in 

communications systems will also be briefly explained in this chapter. 

Generally, radio systems can be classified into five categories depending on their capability and 

flexibility. These are (i) hardware radio – that can be modified through physical intervention only 

[144]; (ii) software-controlled radio – Which has a limitation in changeable functions using the 

software [145]; (iii) SDR - which uses the software for coding, modulation, decoding, and 

demodulation of radio signals including filters, mixer, etc. [146]; (iv) ideal software radio - Which  

allows the user to remove the RF front-end processing completely, where the antennas are directly 

connected to the data converter [147], [148]; and (iv) lastly, the ultimate software radio which is 
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expected to be a fully programmable radio that supports a wide range of frequencies (i.e.,  below 10 

kHz to several GHz) and multiple on-the-air frontends [147], [148].  

Among several software defined systems, SDR is a promising option that allows the user to 

implement other frontends that used analogue signals as a part of the system. The term SDR has been 

around for about 30 years and is still a common topic of discussion carrying more than its share of 

misconceptions such as SDR: (i) is strictly and mainly used for the military purpose [149]; (ii) is a 

software version of a traditional radio [150]; and (iii) can operate on any frequency bands [151]. SDR 

is a radio in which most or all the physical layer functions are defined in the software domain. In 

another word, a communication technology entity, where hardware is enriched by utilizing the 

software. Initially, SDR was considered as two main concepts: (a) reuse of hardware components; 

and (b) a flexible control. In this chapter, SDR is mainly used to provide the freedom of choosing the 

frontends and for the variety of user interfaces. 

3.2 Software Defined Radio (SDR) 

The origins of SDR can be traced back to the early days of radio communication. The idea of 

using software to control the behaviour of a radio system was first proposed in the 1920s and 1930s 

by a number of pioneering engineers and scientists [152]. However, it wasn't until the late 20th 

century that the technology and computer processing power necessary to make SDR a reality began 

to be developed [153]. One of the early pioneers of SDR is Joe Mitola, who first coined the term 

"software radio" in 1991 while working as a researcher at the European Space Research and 

Technology Centre. Mitola introduced the concept of software radio in his PhD thesis, where he 

proposed a novel approach for the design of radio systems that separates the radio hardware and the 

radio software, and to make radios more adaptable and upgradeable [152], [151]. He defined SDR 

as a radio system whose behaviour is defined in software rather than being hard coded in hardware 

and proposed the concept of cognitive radio. In the following years, many researchers and companies 

began to work on SDR technologies, and the concept started to gain more attention. The U.S. 

Department of Defence has been actively funding SDR research since the early 2000s with the goal 
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of developing software-controlled radios that can operate across multiple frequency bands, protocols, 

and standards [153], [17]. The military was interested in SDR because it allows for a more flexible, 

efficient, and cost-effective way of managing its communication systems. SDR technology has 

become more prevalent in recent years, particularly in the area of mobile communications [154]. 

The development and deployment of 5G and 6G wireless communication systems are expected 

to rely heavily on SDR technology. SDR is a versatile and adaptable technology that enables the 

software implementation of numerous communication protocols and standards, making it a suitable 

choice for 5G and beyond systems that will support a wide range of services and applications. SDR 

can be utilized in future wireless communications technology to develop advanced beamforming 

techniques that increase system range and capacity, as well as advanced modulation algorithms that 

boost data rate. SDR can also be utilized to implement cognitive radio functions, increasing the 

efficiency and usage of existing spectrum resources [155]. Furthermore, SDR can be utilized to 

construct flexible and reconfigurable radios in the 5G and 6G environments that can adapt to 

changing conditions and requirements [156].  

It is pretty well known that the traditional analogue radios are being replaced by digital radio, i.e., 

digital signal processing (DSP) radios due to its characteristics of offering a cleaner signal with, less 

interference from distances, varying weather conditions, or other devices [154]. Due to the economic 

and performance realities of DSP-based radios, nearly all consumer and military radios use them 

including cable TV Rxs LAN Rxs, smart phones, global positioning system devices, etc. However, 

in the legacy of analogue radio, components such as inductors, capacitors, and resistors manufactured 

with specified tolerances and their distributed values over an allowed range are still being used in 

DSP radios which leads to a lack of configurability and fixed parameters. On the contrary, SDR 

radios are low cost, high performance, and DSP engines. The processing engine can be application 

specific integrated circuits (ASIC), field programmable gate arrays (FPGA), general purpose 

microprocessors, or specialized co-processors [157]. The difference between the three possible radio 

options is described in Figure 3.1. SDRs are more than simply radios with flexible digital signal 

processing. Using SDR, traditional radio hardware such as mixers, modulators, demodulators, and 
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analogue circuits are replaced by digital techniques. SDR is quickly becoming the go-to solution for 

a wide variety of wireless applications due to the possibility of wireless applications that are not 

possible with traditional analogue systems. SDR Rxs could also be reconfigured on the fly to receive 

signals from various types of Txs and vice versa from the Tx side.  

 An analogue to digital (ADC) and digital to analogue converters (DAC) are used to connect SDR to 

the air interface of analogue circuitries and antennas, where it often performs some of the essential 

signal processing tasks [158]. Therefore, several radios may be synthesized using the SDR's software 

by reprogramming the DSP section of the physical layer. The radio system's air interface components 

and higher-level data processing layers can also be modified in the software domain. The DSP part 

of the radio handles the signal processing and signal conditioning required to modulate and 

demodulate the sampled data baseband waveforms. The result of this process is an extremely 

adaptable radio that can support a wide range of signalling technologies. A simple block diagram of 

a radio transceiver is shown in Figure 3.2, illustrating the bidirectional signal flow between various 

 

Figure 3.1. The difference between analog, DSP, and SDR. 
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signal processing blocks. Bringing the DSP functionalities closer to the antenna is a major focus of 

the design work in DSP-based radio. DSP is used to perform the tasks traditionally carried out by 

analog hardware components such as mixers, modulators, demodulators, filters, voltage-controlled 

amplifiers, etc. The SDR-based radio designs are usually more cost-effective to manufacture and 

offer superior general performance as well as less sensitivity to aging and environmental factors 

[159]. 

3.2.1 Areas of Applications 

An important advantage of SDR is the ability to provide implementation by means of software 

that can be installed on personal computers or embedded devices. Figure 3.3 shows the applications 

of SDR in different areas, with an FSO/OWC link as the backhaul to provide flexible and high-speed 

services to the end users. The design paradigm opens a wide range of applications in different fields 

since it is possible to produce devices that can transmit and receive different radio protocols based 

solely on software. Several applications of SDR as outlined follows: 

• Radio Astronomy - In this application, there is a need for very sensitive Rxs to detect faint 

radio signals from astronomical objects such as stars, galaxies, and quasars. The SDRs, radio 

 

Figure 3.2. Bi-directional SDR transceiver. 
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astronomers are able to easily tune their Rxs at different frequencies, which is essential for 

tracking down specific objects of interest [144]. 

• Military application - Here, SDR can be used in a number of applications including 

electronic warfare, signal intelligence, and military applications [154].  

• Hospital environments - In hospital settings, where many wired and wireless devices need 

to coexist in constrained areas, such as operating rooms and intensive care units, SDR opens 

up a number of possible applications. There are several possible applications, including an 

integrated platform for wireless medical devices to facilitate seamless interoperability, 

cognitive radio for body area networks, and wireless sensor networks for monitoring medical 

environments [160], [149]. 

• Commercial wireless applications - SDR can be utilized for wireless network testing, 

spectrum monitoring, interference detection, and avoidance. They are also used in some 

commercial wireless networks, such as those used for Wi-Fi and cellular phone service. 

• Time-sensitive industrial internet of things (IIoT) applications - SDR-based solutions 

can provide low latency in end-to-end IoT applications.  Therefore, SDR can be used in IIoT 

applications that require low latency and time synchronization, such as Human-Machine-

Interaction, sensor data collection, and automated guided vehicle systems [161]. 

• Combination of SDR and SDN technology - Can facilitate the implementation of complex 

time-sensitive networking for use in IIoT applications. This technology enables resource and 

security orchestration and helps to overcome congestion and other latency-related issues. In 

addition, SDN can be used to reconfigure a network based on established criteria in real-time 

[162]. 

• Satellite applications: SDR can support the reduction of size, time, and cost in the 

development of small satellite communication systems SDR due to its capability to address 

different communication needs, such as changing frequencies, modulation schemes, and data 

rates.  SDR can be applied to small satellites to increase data throughput while down- or up-

linking by changing communications parameters, and it can be used for several missions by 

https://www.rfpage.com/wi-fi-7-specifications-and-features/
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updating the software. SDR can also support Earth monitoring and communication services 

[163].  

3.2.2 Structure of SDR 

This section discusses and explains the differences in the implementation of Txs and Rxs for 

traditional and SDR systems as well as the process of software defined transmission. 

3.2.2.1 The SDR Tx 

 In SDR-based systems, Rxs are more prominent than Txs. SDR transmit functions are based on 

superheterodyne or direct conversion [158]. It is common for a DSP or baseband ASIC to generate 

modulated baseband data, which is then sent either directly to a pair of baseband DACs cosine and 

sine waveform (I and Q) for direct RF modulation or to a digital processor, which converts it into a 

suitable digital intermediate frequency (IF) within the digital upconverter (DUC) section, as depicted 

in Figure 3.4. In the DUC, the interpolation filter is responsible for increasing the sample rate of the 

baseband signal in order to match the operating frequencies of the subsequent components [164]. In 

the Rx architecture, it fulfils the opposite function of the decimator, followed by shifting the samples 

 

Figure 3.3. The applications of SDR with FSO/OWC backhaul. 
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to the IF range using a combination of a digital mixer and a local oscillator (LO), with the LO 

controlling the shift. Next, the RF converter raises the frequency prior to amplification and 

transmission via the antenna.   

3.2.2.2 The SDR Rx 

 SDR Rxs, see Fig. 3.5, are known to be low cost than SDR Txs/transceivers, which typically cost 

~ 300 USD [159]. The RF tuner converts the RF signal to IF which replaces the RF amplifier, mixer, 

and IF amplifier as in a traditional analog Rx. The ADC module converts the analog IF into digital 

samples before digital down conversion (DDC) to translate it back to digital baseband samples (i.e., 

I and Q data). DDC consists of a digital mixer, LO, and FIR low pass filter, which limits the signal 

bandwidth [165]. For the implementation of each part, DDC includes several adders, multipliers, and 

shift registers. The digital baseband samples are applied to the DSP chip, which is programmed to 

perform demodulation, decoding, and any other necessary tasks. This digitally implemented design 

is the SDR. It is common for FPGA to be substituted for DSPs for rapid signal processing. With a 

software-based baseband processing chain based on DSP/FPGA, it will be possible to correct real-

 

Figure 3.4. The block diagram of a traditional SDR Tx. 

 

Figure 3.5. The block diagram of a traditional SDR Rx. 
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time baseband and RF-related impairments in the I/Q data by using sophisticated algorithms [166]. 

Often, SDR Rxs use methods such as direct current offset correction, I/Q gain, and phase imbalance 

correction, as well as time, frequency, and channel impairment correction. 

3.2.3 SDR Frontends 

SDR frontend refers to the hardware components that act as an interface between an SDR and the 

antenna. This allows SDR to receive and transmit RF signals. Frontends play a significant role in the 

performance and functionality of an SDR system, and a range of options are available on the market 

to meet the number of requirements and applications. When selecting an SDR frontend, considering 

its operating frequency range is crucial. While some frontends are only able to support a specific 

band of frequencies, others can accommodate a much wider range of frequencies, i.e., of 30 MHz - 

1 GHz, and up to 6 GHz or even higher [149]. Therefore, selecting a frontend that can support the 

required frequency range for a specific application is important [167]. When selecting an SDR 

frontend, it is important to consider its level of sensitivity and input signal dynamic range [154]. The 

type of modulation supported by an SDR frontend is another important consideration. SDR frontends 

supporting multiple modulation formats are highly desirable  [167], [168]. 

In addition to these primary aspects, there are also a variety of other factors that can be important 

when choosing an SDR frontend, depending on the application’s specific requirements including the 

gain, power, and noise [167]. Low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) are a form of SDR frontend that is 

frequently employed, which are used in situations where sensitivity is critical. However, as with any 

active devices, LNAs will also introduce both noise and distortions, which will impact the signal-to-

noise-and-interference ratio [158], [159], [169]. Mixers are another type of SDR frontends, which 

are often utilized in conjunction with LOs to down-covert the frequency of the incoming signal for 

the SDR to process. Mixers can be constructed to accommodate a broad spectrum of frequencies and 

can be utilized to either upconvert or down convert signals according to the application requirements 

[169]. Filters, baluns, and RF switches are also considered as SDR frontends. While filters are used 

to pass or block signals within a given frequency range, baluns are used to match the impedance of 
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the antenna to the SDR. RF switches are used to switch between several antennas or RF sources, 

which are particularly useful in applications where multiple antennas are needed [169].  

Several experimental works have been reported using SDR for 5G and beyond communication 

networks, especially for multi-antenna applications. Using PXIe-7976R FPGA for data processing, 

the design and implementation of an eight antenna module system for smartphone applications were 

reported in [170]. In [171], the design of an SDR testbed to record live cellular signals from multisite 

was presented using USRP boards. More experimental testbeds using USRPs for different 

applications were discussed in [156], [172], [168], and [173]. Highly flexible and powerful SDR 

platforms to accommodate 5G wireless networks have also been reported in the literature [174-176]. 

Most of the SDR applications in specific areas required dedicated hardware and software which will 

be discussed in the next section. 

3.2.3.1 Commercially available SDR Hardware 

The SDR technology is used in a variety of commercially accessible products including 

standalone SDR hardware platforms, development kits, software tools, and end-user devices like 

wireless routers and smartphones. There are many commercial SDR frontends as shown in Table 3.1, 

including basic, low-cost dongles that plug into a computer's USB port, and more advanced versions.  

Among the numerous frontends, the most extensively used devices with Xilinx FPGA Processors 

are USRPs from Ettus and national instruments (NI) research. Some of the high-speed SDR frontends 

are used in wireless communications for testing as well as research and development. High-speed 

SDR frontends typically necessitate the use of specialized software and hardware and are more 

costly. Table 3.2 shows the most used and commercially available high-speed SDR frontends. These 

hardware platforms are intended for use by developers and researchers, and they offer a wide range 

of capabilities and features, such as support for a wide range of frequencies, high-speed data transfer, 

and the ability to be readily incorporated into custom systems. 
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Table 3.1. Examples of SDR frontends. 

SDR frontend 
Frequency 

range 
Processor/chip 

Sensitivity - 

dBm 

Input 

signal 

dynamic 

range - dB 

Maximum 

input 

power -

+dBm 

RTL-SDR 

dongle [177] 

24 MHz to 

1.75 GHz 

Realtek 

RTL2832U 
-90 to -20 60 to 80 10 

HackRF One 

[178] 

1 MHz to 6 

GHz 

Samsung 

S5L8960X 
-100 to -50 70 to 90 20 

LimeSDR [179] 
100 kHz to 

3.8 GHz 

Lime 

Microsystems 

LMS7002M 

RFIC 

-120 to -40 70 to 90 10 

Red Pitaya 

[180] 

10 MHz to 

6 GHz 

Xilinx Zynq-

7010 SoC 
-120 to -60 60 to 80 10 

Airspy R2 [181] 
24 MHz to 

1.75 GHz 

Rafael Micro 

R820T2 
-130 to -120 80 to 110 10 

BladeRF[182] 
300 MHz 

to 3.8 GHz 

Xilinx 

XC6SLX9 

FPGA 

-120 to -90 70 to 90 10 

KiwiSDR [183] 
10 kHz to 

30 MHz 

NXP LPC4330 

microcontroller 
-120 to -100 70 to 90 10 

PlutoSDR 250 

[184] 

325 MHz 

to 3.8 GHz 

Analog 

Devices 

AD9363 

-130 to -120 70 to 90 10 

SoftRock 

RXTX 89 [185] 

Varies by 

model 

Varies by 

model 
-120 to -100 60 to 80 10 

SDRplay 

RSPduo 214 

[186] 

10 MHz to 

2 GHz 

Dual tuner 

architecture 
-120 to -100 70 to 90 20 

FunCube 

Dongle Pro+ 

[187] 

64 MHz to 

1.7 GHz 

Amanero USB 

2.0 
-120 to -100 70 to 90 10 

USRP [188] 
Varies by 

model 

Varies by 

model 

Varies by 

model 

Varies by 

model 

Varies by 

model 
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Table 3.2. High-speed commercially available SDR frontends. 

SDR frontend 
Frequency 

range 
Processor/chip 

Sensitivity 

dBm 

Input 

signal 

dynamic 

range -dB 

Maximu

m input 

power- 

+dBm 

USRP X310 

[189] 

300 MHz to 3.8 

GHz 

Xilinx Kintex-7 

FPGA 
-120 to -100  70 to 90  10  

USRP 

N320[190] 

70 MHz to 6 

GHz 

Xilinx Kintex-7 

FPGA 
-130 to -120  80 to 100  10  

AD9371[191] 
70 MHz to 6 

GHz 
AD9371 RFIC -115 to -100  80 to 100  14  

LMS8001[192] 
300 MHz to 3.8 

GHz 
LMS8001 RFIC -110 to -90  70 to 90  14  

PlutoSDR[184] 
325 MHz to 3.8 

GHz 

Analog Devices 

AD9363 
-130 to -120  70 to 90  10 

SoftRock 

RXTX 

Ensemble[185] 

Varies by model Varies by model -120 to -100  60 to 80  
Varies by 

model 

SDRplay 

RSPduo[186] 

10 MHz to 2 

GHz 

Dual tuner 

architecture 
-120 to -100  70 to 90  20  

      

3.2.3.2 Commercially available SDR software 

SDR software allows users to process and manipulate radio signals using a computer, rather than 

relying on specialized hardware. Several things can be performed using SDR software, depending 

on the specific capabilities and features of the software. Typically, SDR software can be used to 

execute the following tasks: 

• Listening and tuning in to a wide range of radio frequencies.  

• Visualization and analyzation of radio signals - Using tools for spectrum analysers, 

oscilloscopes, and signal strength meters to evaluate the signals. 

• Signal processing and analysis - Using tools and algorithms for filtering, demodulation, 

decoding, and error correction.  

• Design, implementation, and deployment - SDR software, such as GNURadio, contains tools 

for creating, constructing, and deploying custom radio communication systems. Building 
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specific radio waveforms, modulated and demodulated signals, and developing custom 

communication protocols are examples of such activities. 

• Radio signal transmission and reception - Offered in some SDR software such as LimeSDR. 

This can involve duties such as designing and setting up a radio transceiver, as well as 

transmitting and receiving data or audio signals. 

The most widely and commonly used SDR ecosystems can be seen in Table 3.3, along with a 

brief overview of their capabilities and features. Moreover, LabView is also an easy, efficient, and 

widely used software to pair with the frontends. However, it is a costly with an annual licensing fee. 

The application of SDR is not limited to RF, and it can be used in optical communication and optical 

frontends. Software defined controlled optical systems will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

Table 3.3. Overview of SDR software capabilities and features. 

SDR 

Software 
Capability Platform 

GNU Radio 

[193] 

Open-source software for designing, building, and 

deploying radio communication systems. 

Linux, MacOS, 

Windows 

SDR# 

(SDRSharp) 

[194] 

Windows-based software for listening to and tuning in to a 

wide range of radio frequencies. 
Windows 

Gqrx [195] 
Open-source software for listening to and visualizing a 

wide range of radio frequencies. 

Linux, MacOS, 

Windows 

HDSDR 

[196] 

Windows-based software for listening to and tuning in to a 

wide range of radio frequencies, as well as performing 

various types of signal processing and analysis. 

Windows 

SDR 

Console 

[197] 

Windows-based software for listening to and tuning in to a 

wide range of radio frequencies, as well as performing 

various types of signal processing and analysis 

Windows 

SDR-J [198] 

Open-source software for listening to and visualizing a 

wide range of radio frequencies, as well as performing 

various types of signal processing and analysis 

Windows, Linux, 

MacOS 

LimeSDR 

[179] 

Open-source software for using LimeSDR hardware to 

transmit and receive radio signals across a wide range of 

frequencies 

Linux, MacOS, 

Windows 
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3.3 Software Defined Networking 

SDN is a network management technique that allows for dynamically programmable network 

configuration, and it plays a major role in network layer flexibility as much as SDR does in the 

physical layer. In traditional networking, the control and data planes are often tightly connected, with 

the control plane selecting how data should be carried via the network and the data plane delivering 

the data. In contrast, SDN allows for improved network flexibility and control by detaching the 

control plane from the data plane. The control plane is isolated from the data plane and implemented 

in software in an SDN architecture, thus allowing effortless programming and flexibility. Separation 

of the control plane and the data plane allows for greater network control and centralized 

management of the network. 

One of the primary advantages of SDN is the ability to make changes to network configuration 

rapidly and easily. Adjustments to the network configuration in traditional networks can be time-

consuming and complex, as they frequently necessitate manual changes to individual devices. 

Changes to the network can be made centrally and automatically distributed to all relevant devices 

with SDN, thus reducing the time and effort needed to make changes and enhance network efficiency. 

SDN also enables the use of more advanced networking technologies, such as network virtualization 

and automation. Network virtualization facilitates the establishment of virtual networks on top of 

physical network infrastructure, allowing the creation of several isolated network environments on a 

single physical infrastructure. This can be beneficial for a variety of applications, such as building 

separate networks for various departments within an organization or allowing the use of multiple 

networking technologies within the same network. 

Another important element of SDN is automation, which enables for the automation of numerous 

networking processes like provisioning, configuration, and monitoring. This can considerably 

minimize the complexity and cost of network management by reducing the need for manual 

intervention and assisting in ensuring that the network is correctly setup and working optimally.  
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3.3.1 Application Areas 

SDN represents a fundamental shift in the way networks are conceived, built, and managed. The 

design of SDN offers the potential to alter the way networks are utilized in a variety of scenarios by 

separating the control plan from the data plan and allowing greater flexibility and control over the 

network which opens several advantages of applications in various areas. Several areas in which 

SDN has been applied are: 

• Data centre networking - To increase the efficiency and adaptability of data centre 

networking by enabling network virtualization and automation. Network virtualization 

enables the establishment of virtual networks on top of physical network infrastructure, 

hence permitting the development of several isolated network environments on a single 

physical infrastructure. Using automation to automate provisioning, setup, and monitoring 

reduces the complexity and expense of administering a data centre network [199]. 

• IoT - To improve the performance and flexibility of IoT networks and can significantly 

improve the performance of IoT networks, resulting in reduced latencies and improved 

resource utilization [200]. 

• Cloud computing - SDN significantly improved the performance of cloud computing 

networks due to its capability to reprogram and be easily partitionable and virtualizable. 

Additionally, the simplified data plane allows the cost of thee forwarding elements to be 

cost-effective [201]. 

• Satellite terrestrial network - SDN-enabled management and deployment architecture of 

integrated satellite-terrestrial network reduces the complexity of managing infrastructures 

and networks, lowers maintaining and deployment costs, enables optimal resource 

allocation, and boosts overall system network performance [202]. 

• 5G wireless and network: Advanced features in 5G such as massive MIMO, digital beam 

forming techniques, elastic optical networking, and other techniques cannot be handled 

without distributed software management which can be controlled from a few centralized 

locations in the network [203]. 
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3.3.2 Structure of SDN 

The architecture of SDN can be briefly explained in three main parts including application, 

control, and data plane as shown in Figure 3.6. Generally, forward decisions and the configuration 

of the forwarding devices such as switches and routers are handled by a centralized controller. The 

controller uses a southbound interface to communicate with these devices and a northbound interface 

to communicate with applications or higher-level controllers and receives instruction from the 

controllers. The application plane is the layer of the SDN architecture that communicates with and 

receives instructions from applications or higher-level controllers. It is responsible for expressing the 

needs and requirements of the applications to the SDN controller, which uses this data to make 

forwarding decisions and design the network's forwarding plane. 

Typically, the application plane is accessed via a northbound API to interface with the SDN 

controller and request specific configurations and actions. This may include requests to create or 

destroy virtual networks, allocate resources, or configure Quality of Service (QoS) settings for certain 

traffic flows, routing, and security. The application plane is a vital component of the SDN 

architecture because it allows the network to be more closely aligned with the requirements of the 

applications that use it. This can result in enhanced network performance and more effective resource 

 

Figure 3.6. The architecture of SDN. 
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utilization [204]. The control plan is a logical component that makes forwarding decisions and 

configures the data plan (also known as the forwarding plan) of a network device such as a router or 

switch. The control plan is responsible for establishing the optimal network routing for traffic and 

configuring the data plan to forward traffic accordingly. It accomplishes this by connecting with 

other control plans and network devices, gathering information about the network architecture and 

available resources, and utilizing this information to determine the optimal path for traffic [205]. The 

control and data plans communicate via a southbound interface, which is commonly implemented 

using a protocol such as OpenFlow [206]. This separation of the control and data plans makes the 

control plan more adaptable and easier to update, as it may be modified without requiring hardware 

modifications. It also enables the data plan to concentrate on effectively forwarding traffic while the 

control plan handles the more difficult responsibilities of establishing the optimal traffic routing and 

configuring the data plan accordingly [204]. 

 The data plan is implemented in hardware whereas the control plane is written in software it 

operates at a high speed, forwarding traffic based on the rules and configurations set by the control 

plan. The data plan (also known as the forwarding plan) is the logical component of a network device 

that forwards traffic according to the rules and forwarding table specified by the control plan. The 

data plan is usually implemented in hardware, such as a network device's ASICs. In addition to 

providing responsibilities such as packet filtering and QoS activities, it is responsible for forwarding 

traffic at high speeds and with low latency.  

3.3.3 SDN Frontends 

In SDN, the frontend usually refers to the interfaces that is used to interact with the SDN 

controllers to implement the SDN architecture. There are several types of frontends that can interact 

with an SDN controller including: 

• Native frontends - These are specific to a particular SDN controller or an SDN architecture. 

Examples include OpenFlow for the OpenFlow protocol and the open network foundation 

(ONF) 's Interface to the Routing System (I2RS) for I2RS [207]. 
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• Frontends that are not tied to a specific SDN controller or protocol can be used to interact 

with multiple types of SDN controllers and protocols. Examples include the ONF's I2RS 

and the Network Configuration Protocol [208]. 

• Application programming interfaces (APIs) - Frontends that allow applications to 

programmatically interact with an SDN controller. Examples include the OpenFlow Java 

API and the OpenDaylight REST API  [209], [210]. 

• Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) - Frontends that provide a visual interface for interacting 

with an SDN controller. Examples include the OpenDaylight GUI and the open networking 

operating system (ONOS) GUI [210], [211]. 

• Command line interfaces (CLIs) - Frontends that allow users to interact with an SDN 

controller using commands entered at a command prompt. Examples include the OpenFlow 

CLI and the ONOS CLI [209], [212]. 

3.3.4 SDN Software 

SDN software refers to the programs and protocols that are used to enable the separation of the 

control and data plane of network devices. Some examples of software used in SDN include: 

• SDN controllers - Central components of an SDN architecture that are responsible for 

making forwarding decisions and configuring the data plane of network devices. Examples 

include the OpenDaylight controller and the ONOS controller [213]. 

• Southbound interfaces - Protocols that are used to communicate between the SDN 

controller and the data plane of network devices. Examples include OpenFlow and the 

Generic Network Virtualization Encapsulation protocol [214]. 

• Management and orchestration software - Programs and tools that are used to manage 

and operate an SDN network. Examples include the OpenStack cloud management platform 

and the ONF's Resource and Services Management platform [207]. 
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• Applications - Programs that can be used to leverage the capabilities of an SDN network to 

solve specific problems or perform specific tasks. Examples include network function 

virtualization and network slicing [206]. 

• Virtualization software - Programs that are used to virtualize network functions and 

resources in an SDN environment. Examples include Open vSwitch and the ONF's Virtual 

Tenant Network Manager [206]. 

• Network operating systems (NOSs) - Operating systems that are optimized for use in SDN 

networks and that provide support for SDN controllers and protocols. Examples include the 

ONF's Atrium NOS and the Open Network Linux NOS [206]. 

In contrast, SDN hardware in terms of physical network devices usually includes switches, 

routers, and appliances that are used to build a network. Especially the control plan and data plan are 

typically implemented in hardware such as in the ASICs of a network device. Moreover, these two 

technologies can also be integrated together for the optimization of network performance in the 5G 

standard as proposed in [162]. The integration of SDR and SDN to enhance the cross-layer 

performance of mobile and ad hoc networks was also reported in [215]. 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the overview, the fundamental architecture of the SDR system, and the concept 

behind a typical SDR system were thoroughly discussed. The process of a traditional SDR Tx and 

Rx is explained deeply with the benefits and areas of SDR applications, The capability, flexibility, 

and adaptability in terms of signals that can be processed as well as the operating frequencies and 

modulation schemes that can be used, including the SDR frontends (hardware and software) are also 

described in this chapter. The details and specifications of the SDR frontends which vary depending 

on the specific device are mentioned, along with the commercially available SDR software and the 

areas of applications are mentioned. Moreover, a brief introduction of SDN and a traditional 

architecture was also discussed in this chapter. 
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Chapter 4. Software Defined Optical 

Wireless Communication 
 

4.1 Introduction 

As OWC technologies have significantly gained interest over the past two decades focusing on 

point-to-point links and novel modulation techniques, the field now has moved recently towards 

higher layer design and analysis of multi-cell/multiuser systems. This has led to novel schemes for 

resource allocation among devices and overlapping access points. Moreover, the received signal in 

FSO communication is highly vulnerable to atmospheric effects such as fog, smoke, snow, rain, and 

vibration caused by the building sway [43], [216], [13], which can lead to severe power loss, channel 

fading, and distortion. In order to overcome these concerns, several techniques were proposed in 

Chapter 2, including the MIMO system. However, most MIMO FSO systems currently demonstrate 

the fixed MIMO technology with integrated DSP techniques, static channel condition estimation, 

and offline signal processing. As the channel condition is not constant and is changing constantly 

with time, spectral efficiency would be required to optimize adaptively in practical outdoor scenarios. 

For example, in the case of MIMO FSO using spatial multiplexing , link interruption can occur if 

any sub/extra channel condition deteriorates [217], [218]. In order to compensate for the loss caused 

by varying atmospheric conditions, MIMO FSO would benefit from a degree of flexibility and 

adaptability in real-time. Moreover, adaptive systems can be efficiently used to adjust the transmit 

power, modulation scheme, or frequency bands to maintain a strong and reliable communication link 

in the presence of fading and/or interference. In MIMO FSO and VLC systems, an adaptive switching 

technique can be used to adjust the transmit power and other parameters to minimize the energy 

consumption, which can be important for battery powered systems. Adaptive OWC systems can also 

be used in satellite communications to provide high-speed links between ground stations and satellite 

payloads. These systems are particularly useful in scenarios where the satellites are in the lower Earth 

orbits since the relatively low distance to the ground allows for higher data rates and lower latency 
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than would be possible with traditional satellite communications. Moreover, this chapter discusses 

the software defined OWC systems with different adaptive algorithms and a thorough evaluation of 

a theoretical and simulation-based software defined MIMO FSO system with an adaptive switching 

technique. 

4.2 SDR-based OWC 

There are several technologies available to make FSO systems adaptive such as software defined 

techniques, dynamic resource allocation, and machine learning (ML). The dynamic resource 

allocation technique requires feedback and can only manipulate some parameters of the systems 

[219], whereas the ML -based scheme relies on predicted information from the previous data or 

performance to learn and adapt to the changing conditions [220]. The software defined technique in 

OWC systems have shown some promising results. Software defined optical system using LEDs and 

USRPs was reported in [221] and evaluated the performance in terms of the SNR in both LOS and 

non-LOS scenarios. In [222], SDR for laser beam modulation in an OWC system was discussed, and 

validated the flexibility and re-adjustable capability of SDR without interfering with the electronics 

of the system. A bi-directional system with adaptive modulation, where modulation selection is based 

on noise, interference, and environmental impacts was shown in the experimental demonstration of 

a VLC system was examined in [223]. In [224], experimental evaluation and performance analysis 

of an indoor VLC system with adaptive software defined equalization using USRPs and LabView 

was reported. The implementation of a VLC system using the SDR approach, low-cost and 

commercial off-the-shelf devices, and LabVIEW to experimentally demonstrate audio streaming 

over a 1 m distance was reported in [225]. LiFi systems in the range of visible, IR, and UV bands 

over a 20 m linkspan using LimeSDR USB and GNU Radio for research and development purposes 

to perform data transmission between two optical transceivers were also commercially reported 

[226]. Validation of the IR optical front ends with a bandwidth of 10 MHz for USRPs for 

transmission of an audio signal was reported in [227]. In [24], the advantages of implementing FSO 

systems based on the SDR technique were evaluated and the flexibility of the system adapting to 
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varying weather conditions to increase link availability and reliability was discussed. Theoretical and 

experimental analysis of a software defined  adaptive modulation MIMO VLC was reported in [228]. 

It is noticeable that the software defined technique has several advantages and can offer a real time 

reconfigurable smart system in adaptive OWC systems. Several advantages of SDR-OWC system 

includes: 

• Adaptivity and reconfigurability - Easily reconfigurable and adaptable to changing 

environmental or network circumstances. As a result, software defined optical systems are 

well-suited for applications requiring a dynamic or flexible operation, such as in the military 

or emergency applications [229]. 

• Enabling the use of advanced modulation and coding schemes - The use of SDR enables 

the development of complex coding and modulation schemes that may not be possible with 

standard hardware-defined systems [230]. 

• Integration with other communication systems [162].  

• Cost-effective - SDR-OWC system can be implemented using off-the-shelf components and 

does not require costly custom hardware [221]. 

• Enabling the use of ML algorithms - For example, GNURadio has an ability to implement 

an artificial neural network (ANN), which can be used to process the transmit and receive 

signal on the fly [231]. 

4.3 An Adaptive SDR 

For a time-varying optical wireless channel, self-adaptive systems are a very attractive option that 

can support to choose the best method constantly. Several things to bear in mind, when it comes to 

real-time adaptive systems are that (i) it requires system performance feedback (e.g., BER, SNR, 

received power, etc.); (ii) the need for a certain level or levels of threshold depending on the system 

to make a decision on transmission parameters; and (iii) real-time monitoring and measurement of 

the channel conditions utilizing software defined technique to keep the system as affordable to 

implement as possible [232]. It is noticeable that software defined technique has several advantages 
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and can offer a real-time reconfigurable smart system in adaptive OWC systems as discussed in 

section 4.2. There are several adaptive algorithms that may be used in OWC systems including 

adaptive power control, adaptive equalization, switching algorithm, modulation, and coding 

schemes, frequency selection, antenna beamforming, network coding, and ML algorithms [233]. The 

adaptive power control technique can be adopted to control the transmit power of the system in order 

to maintain a reliable link in the presence of fading due to atmospheric attenuation or interference 

[234]. Adaptive modulation can provide the adjustment of the type of modulation and coding used 

for data transmission to optimize the system performance by maintaining the data rate and error 

control in different scenarios [235]. Frequency selection controls the frequency band used to transmit 

data to avoid interference and to take advantage of favourable propagation conditions [236]. 

Adaptive network coding can be used to encode and transmit data in a way that can improve the 

reliability and capacity of the communications system while ML algorithms can be used to adaptively 

change the algorithms for the purpose of error correction in a varying environment [237].  

4.4 SDR-based Adaptive Equalization for OWC Systems 

Equalization is a technique used in communication systems to improve the performance of the 

system in the presence of channel impairments such as intersymbol interference and noise. The 

channel impairments arise from different sources such as multipath fading, dispersion, and 

attenuation. These impairments can cause significant distortion in the received signal, making it 

difficult for the Rx to detect the transmitted data correctly [238]. The equalization can be used to 

estimate the impulse response of the channel and then use this estimate to cancel out the effects of 

the channel on the transmitted signal [239]. There are different types of equalization: 

• Linear equalization: Linear equalization methods are based on the linear filtering of the 

received signal. These methods include zero-forcing (ZF), least mean squares (LMS), 

minimum mean-squared error, Recursive least squares (RLS), and decision feedback 

equalization (DFE) [240], [241]. 
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• Non-linear equalization: Non-linear equalization methods are based on the non-linear 

filtering of the received signal. These methods include DFE and maximum likelihood 

sequence estimation [242], [241]. 

LMS is a typical and widely used algorithm that works by reducing the mean squared error 

between the received and transmitted data. The LMS algorithm has low computational complexity 

and is simple to implement, making it a most used choice for many applications [243], [46]. Another 

prominent technique is the RLS algorithm, which is computationally costly but has faster 

convergence and higher steady-state performance than the LMS algorithm [244]. In addition to the 

algorithm selection, a number of other variables can influence the performance of an adaptive 

equalization system. The choice of an equalizer structure is crucial, as it can have a significant effect 

on the performance of the system. The transversal filter, the decision feedback equalizer, and the 

maximum likelihood sequence estimator are typical equalizer structures [245]. The training 

sequence, which is a known sequence of data transmitted at the beginning of the communication to 

allow the equalizer to learn the characteristics of the channel, is another important factor. The 

duration and organization of the training sequence can have a substantial effect on the convergence 

and performance of the equalization system [245]. There are also several other considerations that 

can affect the performance of an adaptive equalization system, such as the SNR and the bandwidth 

of the channel, and the dispersion of the optical source. All of these variables can impact the 

convergence and performance of the equalizer, so they must be considered when designing and 

implementing an equalization system [246]. 

Several reported literature has proven that the equalization technique in OWC has been a 

successful and effective implementation such as: in [247], an underwater OWC system using 32-

QAM single carrier signals using a frequency domain equalizer combined with a time-domain 

decision feedback noise predictor, employed at the Rx was reported. The reported system achieved 

a data rate of 3.48 Gbps, which is 17.2% higher than that of the OFDM scheme. The performance 

analysis of a joint temporal and spatial ANN, a joint  DFE, and the ZF DFE equalizer decoder at the 

Rx for MIMO VLC system was reported and experimentally demonstrated that the joint ANN 
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equalization technique performs best with the capability if separating the channels with a data rate 

of ~27 Mbps [248]. The improvements in data rate and system performance using pre-equalization 

techniques in OFDM-VLC systems were reported and experimentally demonstrated in [249], [250], 

[251], and [252]. 

Since the implementation of equalization techniques in OWC systems shows a promising 

improvement in system performance, the capability of adaptive equalization to reflect the time-

varying channel properties can be appreciable by actively modifying the equalizer's parameters [253]. 

As most of the communication systems OWC systems also can experience a dynamic change in the 

channel conditions This is where adaptive equalization comes in. Additionally, adaptive equalization 

techniques can improve the robustness of the system by adjusting the equalizer coefficients to adopt 

the changing channel conditions and interference levels. In [224], experimental evaluation and 

performance analysis of an indoor VLC system with adaptive software defined equalization using 

USRPs and LabView was reported. The work reported validated the flexibility of the LabView 

software platform and the ability to improve the measured data simply by changing the software side 

of the testing prototype. A channel feedforward software defined equalizer for VLC adopting 

multistate QAM is also reported in [254]. In this report, three equalization techniques: LMS, 

normalized LMS, and QR decomposition based RLS techniques are tested to provide the best QoS. 

An experimental demonstration of a software defined channel equalizer for a VLC system is 

evaluated in [255]. The demonstration of a VLC system using WARP boards with the transmission 

of OFDM frames utilizing an LED and RF at 2.4 GHz is reported in [256]. In summary, adaptive 

equalization in OWC systems is used to improve performance by actively adjusting the 

characteristics of the equalizer to match the time-varying properties of the channel and an efficient 

technique to maintain the link availability and reliability [257].  
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4.4.1 SDR-based Adaptive Modulation for OWC Systems 

Generally, adaptive modulation algorithms are used to improve the transmission efficiency of the 

system by means of changing the modulation schemes dynamically according to the requirement of 

the system based on the channel conditions [233]. While maintaining a certain level of error 

performance, it allows the system to adapt to changing channel conditions in real-time. Usually, 

adopting this kind of technique can result in improved system performance compared to systems that 

use a fixed modulation scheme [258]. For instance, if the channel conditions are optimal, the system 

can utilize a higher-order modulation scheme (e.g., quadrature amplitude modulation) to achieve a 

higher data rate. If the channel conditions are poor, however, the system can switch to a lower-order 

modulation scheme (such as OOK) to reduce the error rate [259]. The necessity for real-time 

monitoring and measurement of channel conditions is one of the primary challenges of implementing 

software defined adaptive modulation. To accurately estimate the channel conditions and select the 

appropriate modulation format, it is necessary to employ sophisticated signal processing techniques 

or a thresholding technique [260]. The thresholding technique can be determined in such a way that 

if the system performs with BER of 10-9, considering that, the system uses 64 QAM format, at BER 

of 10-6, the system can adaptively change to lower level QAM to maintain the system performance. 

Meaning that the threshold level is at 10-6 and the CSI (in this case BER) is known from the feedback 

link [261]. 

Additionally, implementing adaptive modulation algorithms requires hardware for DSP that is 

fast and effective[235]. This requires the utilization of sophisticated DSP architectures and 

algorithms to facilitate the rapid and efficient processing of signals [262]. Despite these challenges, 

software defined adaptive modulation has numerous advantages. It can significantly enhance the 

performance and efficiency of optical communication systems, as well as reduce the transmission 

complexity of the system and expense [263]. 

In [230], an application of a real-time adaptive modulation scheme for an underwater acoustic 

communication system was evaluated using the received SNR as feedback to select the transmission 

parameters. The investigation of the relay effects on bandwidth efficiency by utilizing adaptive 
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modulation was reported in [264]. In this work, CSI was considered to be known at the Tx and the 

Tx adjusts the modulation formats according to the CSI. An experimental demonstration and 

investigation of a VLC system based on a software defined adaptive modulation system using 

LabView and USRPs for transmission of multistate QAM was carried out in [232].  The adaptive 

hybrid RF-FSO with LDPC encoded transmission and RF feedback line was reported in [265]. It is 

shown that the spectral efficiency performance was significantly improved and the deep fades in the 

order 35 dB and above can be tolerated. Additionally, a real-time software defined adaptive MIMO 

VLC system with different modulation formats and configurations was proposed and demonstrated 

in [266]. 

4.4.2 SDR-based Adaptive Power Control OWC Systems 

Adaptive power control in optical systems uses software algorithms to adjust the power of an 

optical signal in response to changing conditions in the transmission environment [267]. This 

technique can be effectively utilized in FSO systems, particularly under fog and turbulence 

conditions as it can significantly degrade the performance of the FSO systems by scattering and 

absorbing the laser beam[268]. In order to mitigate such conditions, it is important to implement an 

effective power control strategy. Software defined adaptive power control can be used to adjust the 

transmitted power in order to maintain a reliable link between the Tx and Rx [269]. This allows the 

system to be more flexible and adaptable, as the software can be easily updated or modified to reflect 

changes in the system or the surrounding environment [269]. 

One way to implement software defined adaptive power control is to use feedback control, where 

the power of the signal is adjusted based on the measured performance of the system. For example, 

if the signal quality degrades due to increased noise or interference, the power of the signal can be 

increased to compensate [270]. Another approach is to use feedforward control, where the power of 

the signal is adjusted based on predicted conditions in the transmission environment [271]. This can 

be done using algorithms that estimate the impact of various factors, such as temperature or humidity, 

on the performance of the system.  
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In addition to these approaches, other factors can influence the power control strategy in FSO 

systems operating in fog. The laser beam divergence angle, which determines the beam size at the 

Rx, can affect transmission range and power requirements. Using a laser with a smaller beam 

divergence angle may allow for longer data transmissions or more data over the same distance with 

less power. The type of modulation used to encode the laser beam can also affect the power control 

technique in foggy FSO systems. Different modulation schemes have different noise and interference 

sensitivity, which affects transmitted power and system performance. 

There are several approaches that can be used to improve the performance of the FSO systems in 

fog conditions as discussed in chapter 2. Moreover, MIMO FSO systems can also effectively mitigate 

the varying fog conditions using SD techniques by transmitting the same data over multipath and 

reducing the chances of a single path being blocked by fog. Adaptive algorithms can be used in 

MIMO architecture more effectively due to the independence and higher level of flexibility the 

software defined techniques can offer, such as allocating power and the amount of transmitted power 

in different channels.  

4.5  SDR-based MIMO FSO System with Adaptive Switching 

In section 4.4, the adaptive OWC with different algorithms such as adaptive equalization, 

modulation, power control, and power allocation has been discussed. Similar to the adaptive power 

allocation system, to overcome the unavoidable atmospheric conditions, the implementation and 

investigation of a software defined adaptive switching algorithm in MIMO FSO system using 

GNURadio for real-time evaluation is proposed and discussed in this section. The decision-making 

method and thresholding technique to perform the adaptive switching and channel modelling in 

GNURadio are also evaluated.  

4.5.1 System Design Configuration 

The link availability as a function of transmission distance is a crucial factor in FSO systems, 

which can vary depending on the applications and geographic regions. The vast majority of FSO 
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systems are employed in the enterprise market (i.e., the last mile access networks), where link 

availability must meet the five-nine requirements (i.e., 99.999 %) [272], [273]. The proposed system 

with OOT modules facilitates the implementation of N number of Txs and Rxs. As a proof of concept, 

a 4 × 2 MIMO FSO system is considered and described in Figure 4.1. In this simulation, the design 

employs two sets of Txs and Rxs for parallel transmission of two different signals to improve link 

reliability. A dedicated switching algorithm is proposed to turn on the Tx(s) based on the channel 

conditions. Each Tx and Rx can operate independently or in a unified cluster. Fog and turbulence-

induced attenuation and geometric losses are taken into account when determining the link's 

reliability. The key system parameters considered are listed in Table 4.1. 

The Tx unit is comprised of four Txs (Tx-A1, Tx-A2, Tx-B1, and Tx-B2) grouped into two 

clusters of two Txs, with each cluster transmitting different OOK data streams i.e., 𝑑𝑎(𝑡) and 𝑑𝑏(𝑡). 

Table 4.1. Key System parameters for the implementation of MIMO FSO system with adaptive 

switching in GNURadio. 

Parameter Value 

Link length L 100, 200, 300 m 

Number of bits 3.6 × 1010   bits 

Transmit power 𝑃Tx 10 dBm 

Rx lens diameter 𝐷Rx 50 mm 

Tx lens diameter  𝐷Tx 5 mm 

Tx beam divergence 𝜃0 0.01° 

Optical wavelength 𝜆 850 nm 

Effective focal length at Rx ~50 mm 

Responsivity of PD at 830 nm 0.4 A/W 

Rx operating wavelength range 300-1100 nm 

Rx bandwidth 30 kHz-1.2 GHz 

Noise equivalent power 60 pW/√Hz 

PD PIN 

Channel temporal correlation 10 ms 

Txs correlation length (for 100, 200 and 300 m) ~1, ~1.3, ~1.6 cm 

Tx separation distance 𝑑Tx ~7.5 cm 

Rx separation distance 𝑑Rx ~2.5 cm 
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Note that at the Tx unit within the Tx switch module, threshold levels of Tx-A and Tx-B are 

included for fog and atmospheric-induced loss and intensity fluctuations, respectively, to determine 

the operation mode using Log-normal and Gamma-Gamma turbulence models [274], [275]. Under 

normal weather conditions, Tx-A1 and Tx-B1 transmit two independent data streams. In fog or 

turbulence, however, additional Txs (Tx-A2 and Tx-B2) can be used if the following conditions, i.e., 

𝐿Atm (input) ≥  𝐿Atm (Thres) or 𝜎𝐼(input)
2 ≥ 𝜎𝐼(Thres)

2   are met. This is to ensure that the link's 

availability is maintained to the maximum extent possible at the expense of increased transmit power 

PTx. Using optical lenses, the intensity modulated optical beams are launched into the free space 

channel. On the Rx side, the received optical beams are focused by optical collimators onto two 

optical Rxs (Rx-A and Rx-B), which are composed of PD and trans-impedance amplifiers. The 

electrical signal that has been regenerated is then applied to moving average filters, samplers, and 

threshold detectors (slicers) to recover the estimated sequence of the transmitted data stream. The 

BERT is then employed to determine the real-time BER by comparing the received and transmitted 

data streams. Note that (i) the used parameters and link characteristics in terms of the channel loss 

(V, 𝜎𝐼
2, and 𝐶𝑛

2) are monitored using SDR/GNU Radio, and (ii) the extracted link characteristics and 

the received OOK signal are generated in the GNU Radio software domain. In this research, it is 

assumed that the signals transmitted and received are uncorrelated [276]. The separation space 

between Txs and Rxs is numerically calculated which must exceed the correlation length: 

𝑑𝑐 ≈ √λ𝑙 . (4.1) 

The correlation coefficient as a function of the separation distance 𝑑 between the Txs is given by 

[277]: 

𝜌 =  exp (
𝑑

𝑑𝑐
). (4.2) 

 Using equations (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) 𝜎𝐼
2 is determined for 𝐶𝑛

2 of 10-17 to 10-11, and using (2.28), 

(2.29) and (2.30), 𝐿Atm is estimated for a range of V from 20 km to 1 km, which are then adopted in 

the system simulation to evaluate the link performance in terms of the BER and therefore to
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Figure 4.1. Schematic system block diagram of MIMO FSO system with adaptive switching algorithm in software defined GNURadio ecosystem. 
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Table 4.2. The number of Txs used as a function of L, V and 𝐿Atm under the fog condition. 

Link length L 

(m) 
Visibility V (km) 

Atmospheric loss 

𝑳𝐀𝐭𝐦 (dB) 
Txs used 

100 

20 0.048 Tx-A1, Tx-B1 

2 0.48 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, 

Tx-B2 

1 0.96 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, 

Tx-B2 

200 

20 0.096 Tx-A1, Tx-B1 

5 0.41 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, 

Tx-B2 

1 2.7 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, 

Tx-B2 

300 

20 0.14 Tx-A1, Tx-B1 

8 0.36 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, 

Tx-B2 

1 4.1 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, 

Tx-B2 

Table 4.3. The number of Txs used as a function of L, 𝜎𝐼
2 and 𝐶𝑛

2 under the turbulence condition. 

Link length L 

(m) 

Scintillation index 

𝝈𝑰
𝟐 

Refractive index 

structure 

parameter 𝑪𝒏
𝟐 

(m
-2

3⁄ ) 

Txs used 

100 

5.9×10-9 10-20 Tx-A1, Tx-B1 

0.589 10-12 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, Tx-

B2 

> 1 10-11 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, Tx-

B2 

200 

2.01×10-8 10-20 Tx-A1, Tx-B1 

0.21 10-13 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, Tx-

B2 

>1 10-12 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, Tx-

B2 

300 

4.4×10-8 10-20 Tx-A1, Tx-B1 

0.414 10-13 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, Tx-

B2 

>1 10-12 
Tx-A1, Tx-B1, Tx-A2, Tx-

B2 
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determine 𝐿Atm(Thres) and 𝜎𝐼(Thres)
2 ,  where the BER range is ~10-5 to ~10-3. Based on the numerical 

evaluation of 𝐿Atm for a given V and L, the link status is studied and a set of Txs to be used is carried 

out and outlined in Table 4.2 while Table 4.3 outlines the number of Txs used under turbulence for 

the link spans of 100, 200, and 300 m in the MIMO FSO system. Note, 𝜎𝐼
2 and 𝐶𝑛

2 are predicted to 

reach a forward error correction (FEC) BER of 3.8 × 10-3, the upper limit. 

4.5.2 Implementation of SDR-based MIMO FSO with Adaptive Switching 

In this simulation, the information on CSI (i.e., 𝜎𝐼
2 and 𝐿Atm )  is already available at the Tx unit 

or provided via a feedback path. Using the flow chart shown in Figure 4.2, simulation to determine 

the BER as a function of V for single FSO, MIMO FSO, and proposed MIMO FSO links with a range 

of 100, 200, and 300 m under turbulence and fog conditions. To investigate the performance of the 

software defined adaptive switching MIMO FSO system, the SDR-based Tx, Rx, and channel have 

been implemented in GNURadio, along with a general-purpose processor-based real-time signal 

processing framework. The GNURadio is also capable of functioning as a simulation environment 

without the need for actual hardware. Note that GNURadio applications are typically written in 

Python as a package and combined with DSP blocks integrated within GNU Radio and implemented 

in C++ to perform crucial signal processing tasks [193] . Figure 4.3 depicts the implementation of 

the MIMO FSO system in the GNU Radio domain, which consists of a Tx, a channel, and an Rx. At 

the Tx, a sequence of pseudo-random binary data in the OOK format is applied to the throttle module, 

which is used to prevent CPU congestion following real-time simulation. Throttles outputs are 

applied to (i) virtual sink modules and (ii) MIMO-Tx modules which output is applied to virtual sink 

modules. In addition, the MIMO- Tx is provided with the outputs of the virtual sources, which 

represent feedback data on atmospheric loss 𝐿Atm (input) in dB and 𝜎𝐼(input)
2  of the channel. Since 

GNU Radio provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to generate and configure signal processing 

flow graphs, sample time waveforms were generated at the outputs of the MIMO-Tx (links A and B) 

and the optical Rx as shown in Figure 4.4(a-f). Figure 4.4(a-c) depicts the received signal under a 

clear channel, where only a single Tx (TxA1 and TxB1) is active at any time given. Additional Txs 
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are activated to ensure link availability based on the channel condition, provided 𝐿Atm ≥ 𝐿Atm (Thres) 

of 0.3 and 𝜎𝐼
2  𝜎𝐼(Thres)

2  of 0.02, thus meeting the FEC BER limits of 3.8 ×10-3. Figure 4.3(d-e) 

depict the simulated time waveforms in this instance.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2. System flow chart of SDR-based MIMO FSO with adaptive switching. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.3. System implementation for (a) Tx with fog and turbulence, (b) channel with the additive white 

gaussian noise, and (c) the Rx with real-time BER estimation in GNURadio. 
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4.5.3 Recorded Data 

The investigation of the implementation of MIMO FSO in GNU Radio is carried out using the 

system parameters in Table. 4.1 using the OOT DSP blocks, which are built from scratch. The 

designed and built OOT not only satisfies the objective to monitor the system performance in real-

time, also satisfies the purpose of reconfiguring without the need to change the hardware platform. 

Moreover, it also offers an easy experimental implementation on the fly due to direct communication 

with the SDR platform which will be demonstrated and discussed thoroughly in Chapter 5. For a 

clear channel with V of 20 km, the required 𝑃Tx is considered to be 10 dBm with 0 dB channel loss 

and the additional losses including  𝐿Geo are assumed to be low. Following the simulation procedure 

in Section 4.4.2, the system performance in terms of BER for the link range of 100, 200, and 300 m 

links under the fog conditions are depicted in Figure 5. For a 100 m link, MIMO outperforms the 

single FSO link for V<18 km and especially at lower values of V as expected. For the FSO link with 

the proposed adaptive switching algorithm, the BER pattern follows the single FSO link, up to a 

distance of 3 km, after which the BER drops to the MIMO FSO link level with a BER of 10-9 which  

 

 

Figure 4.4. OOK waveforms at the: (a) Tx-Link A, (b) Tx-Link B, (c) optical Rx for a clear channel, 

and (d) Tx- Link A, (e) Tx-Link B, and (f) optical Rx for an un-clear channel. 

oror

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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is due to turning on the additional Txs as explained before. The same pattern is observed for 200 and 

300 m links as depicted in Figure 4.5(b) and (c) except when the switching takes place at V of 6 and 

9 km where the BER values are at 1.3 × 10-3 and 7.4 × 10-4, respectively. Also observed are (i) the 

BER plot for the MIMO FSO link, which is almost constant (i.e., 10-9) at V > 5 and 10 km in Figures 

4.5(b) and (c). Additionally, compared to  𝐷Rx, the beam spot sizes of 17.5 and 34.9 mm in 100 and 

200 m, respectively, are smaller. Therefore, 𝐿Geo is neglected. Due to the beam spot size of 52.4 mm, 

an extra 1.2 dB 𝐿Geo of is introduced in the 300 m link. For all three systems, the estimated BER 

exceeds the FEC limit for  𝜎𝐼 
2 < 0.02, hence, 𝜎𝐼(𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠)

2  was set at ≤ 0.02. The systems were then 

simulated under weak to moderate turbulence (i.e., 10-11 < 𝐶𝑛
2 < 10-17) to determine the BER 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.5. BER vs. the visibility for single, MIMO and proposed FSO with adaptive switching links 

for: (a) 100, (b) 200, and (c) 300 m with fog. 
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performance for all three systems and link spans of 100, 200, and 300 m as depicted in Figures 4.6. 

In these plots, the same pattern is observed as in Figure 4.5 where the BER of the 100 m link adaptive 

switching the FSO link followed the single FSO link plot for 𝐶𝑛
2 of 10-13m

-2
3⁄ , beyond which the 

BER significantly improves, reaching the level of MIMO FSO link at 𝐶𝑛
2 of 10-12   from 10-4 to 2.5 

× 10-8, see Figure 4.6(a). This improvement in BER performance is due to the addition of Tx-A2 and 

Tx-B2. In Figure 4.6(b), the BER plot for the proposed link changes direction at 𝐶𝑛
2 < 10-14 decreasing 

to 10-8 at 𝐶𝑛
2 < 10-13 and then increasing with 𝐶𝑛

2. In Figure 4.6 (c), the BER transitions from 10-3 to 

210-9 at 𝐶𝑛
2 of 10-14 to 10-13 for the proposed system. Note that, (i) the BER floor level for both 

MIMO FSO and proposed FSO links is ~ 10-9 for 𝐶𝑛
2 > 10-13 and (ii) the 200 and 300 m long MIMO 

FSO link performance degrades more under effects (i.e., 𝐶𝑛
2 > 10-13). 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.6. BER vs. 𝐶𝑛
2  for single, MIMO and proposed FSO with adaptive switching links for: (a) 

100, (b) 200, and (c) 300 m with turbulence. 
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4.6 Summary 

In this chapter, the software defined optical communications systems and different adaptive 

systems, including adaptive equalization, adaptive modulation, and adaptive power allocation are 

discussed Moreover, the adaptive switching algorithm is proposed to mitigate the atmospheric loss 

and implemented using software defined GNURadio ecosystem. The demonstration of a real-time 

SDR/GNURadio implementation was carried out and its performance under various atmospheric 

conditions. A bit-by-bit comparison is performed with the GNURadio signal processing block, and 

BERT is utilized. It was discovered that the proposed switching mechanism effectively mitigated fog 

and turbulence-induced attenuation. The MIMO FSO with adaptive switching technique is proven to 

operate effectively in dense fog while it experienced a peak turnover degradation after switching in 

200 and 300 m in moderate turbulence conditions. Therefore, it can be concluded that the switching 

mechanism, i.e., activating additional Txs can only overcome the effect of turbulence of a certain 

level. 
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Chapter 5. Experimental 

Implementation of SDR-based OWC 

Systems 
 

5.1 Introduction 

Due to the obvious proliferation of mobile computing devices such as smartphones, tablets, and 

laptops, as well as recently introduced wearable linked gadgets, it is anticipated that more than 70 

percent of the world's population would have access to mobile connectivity by the year 2023 [278]. 

It is anticipated that the 5th and 6th generation wireless networks, as well as future generations, 

would be able to satisfy these tremendous demands for connectivity [279]. It is very well known that 

OWC technology offers enhanced safety, higher data transfer rates, virtually limitless bandwidth that 

is unregulated on a global scale, generates no electromagnetic interference, and is not affected by the 

RF-induced interference generated by other communication devices  [280]. Therefore, as a result of 

these reasons, the OWC technology is capable of being supplied as a complimentary system to the 

well-established and dominant RF wireless technologies in particular focused application areas  

[280].  

However, evaluating the FSO link in a real-time setting is a difficult and time-consuming task, 

and the results are largely dependent on the weather conditions [48]. Most of the reported literature 

primarily showcased FSO systems with fog and turbulence under controlled environments. 

Especially, generating light-to-dense fog and weak turbulence to evaluate the system in experimental 

laboratories can be found in recently reported research. However, the generation of medium-to-

strong turbulence with a scintillation index of > 0.35 is quite challenging, and the real time FSO 

system analysis under such condition has not been reported in the literature.  Due to the 

aforementioned issues practical evaluation of FSO systems has become a daunting task. It is worth 

mentioning that OWC systems can benefit from the facility and flexibility of SDR. In this chapter, 
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the practical implementation of OWC systems using the SDR platform, specifically GNU Radio 

software is outlined and discussed in detail.   

5.2 Software Defined Implementation of OWC Systems 

The flexibility and capability to adopt modulation, coding and synchronization utilized in 

conventional RF systems are provided by the SDR platform [281], [168]. SDR is a well-known 

technology that enables signal processing to be implemented all the way through the physical and 

data link layers. Additionally, SDR offers system reconfigurability and flexibility by allowing 

changes to only be made in the software domain rather than in the hardware platform, which is costly, 

time-consuming, and resources-wise not sustainable [282]. In  [19], the performance analysis and 

SDR implementation of a MIMO FSO system with adaptive switching was reported. The authors 

demonstrated that the proposed system is capable of operating efficiently under severe fog conditions 

with a BER value in the range of 10-8 to 10-7 over transmission link spans of 100, 200, and 300 m 

using the OOK modulation format. A bi-directional system with adaptive modulation, where 

modulations selection was based on the noise, interference, and environmental impacts, for a VLC 

system, was investigated and achieved a 2 Mbps communication link using k=21-23 of k-pulse 

amplitude modulation and k-pulse PPM techniques [223]. An experimental implementation of a 

software defined VLC system for short-range transmission using a USRP and the visual 

programming language of LabVIEW for a fully standard compliant implementation of all the PHY I 

modes (data rate up to ~266 kbps) in the IEEE 802.15.7 standard with OOK and variable PPM was 

demonstrated over a 2 m link in [225]. It is important to note that LabVIEW SDR is a stable and 

highly modular platform, which can be readily modified, adjusted, or transferred. In [227], the FSO 

system using IR optical front ends using QAM with a bandwidth of 10 MHz and using USRPs for 

an audio car entertainment system was successfully presented. 

In contrast to the hardware reconfiguration in the traditional approach, the software defined 

ecosystem offers a method that is relatively simple, cost-effective, and highly flexible in terms of 

designing dynamic, efficiently re-deployable, and highly secure components for wireless and wired 
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communication networks [147]. In SDR technology, most of the physical layer functionality can be 

realized in the mutable software platform. This makes it possible to decrease the cost of the hardware 

by introducing new wireless functionalities without the need for new components, which is highly 

desirable for service providers, product developers, and end users [282]. In addition, SDR makes it 

possible to easily implement a range of wired and wireless RF and optical systems. It does this by 

utilizing off-the-shelf components and adopting a common platform architecture. Some examples of 

these components include wireless open-access research platform boards and USRPs. To put this 

into perspective, some research works have been published on the development of software defined 

optical communications systems. For example, a software defined underwater VLC testbed was 

demonstrated using green laser as the Tx with PPM formatted signal and PD and USRP as the Rx 

achieving 4 Mbps with the BER of 5.5×10-3. The demodulation of the signal and the BER estimation 

was carried out using MATLAB [283]. The design and implementation of SDR-based VLC 

transceivers were reported using binary pulse shift keying modulation technique, achieving the BER 

of 9.7 ×10-5 at 2.5 Mbps and a distance of 160 cm [284]. Additionally, SDR based VLC system was 

demonstrated to determine the parameters (the transmit speed, BER, and highest attainable distance) 

to develop a real VLC system was described in [285]. Th work was centred on evaluating a QAM 

system, using LabVIEW and USRPs, as well as two different types of Txs, namely, a Skoda Octavia 

III tail-light, achieving 28 Mbps, and a Phillips interior light, achieving 2 Mbps for a maximum 

distance of 325 m. 

5.3 Experimental Testbed for SDR-based OWC  

In Chapter 3, the implementation of adaptive systems utilizing the SDR ecosystem has been 

mentioned. The basic concept outlined in this chapter for practical validation is like the proposed 

technique in the previous chapter in order to overcome the hardware limitation and to provide 

reconfigurability of the OWC systems as a proof of concept.  

5.3.1 System Configuration 
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An experimental testbed for the FSO system utilizing GNU Radio, an open-source SDR platform 

is developed, and testing and measurements in real-time under fog and turbulence conditions are 

conducted. To illustrate the practicality of SDR in FSO systems, a proof-of-concept testbed is 

developed and measurements are performed for a 199.5 m connection span in the GNU Radio domain 

and a 50 cm link span in an actual experimental setup under atmospheric conditions. Note that the 

operational speed (i.e., the bandwidth) of the link was not the primary objective, which depends on 

the types of devices used in the experimental setup (PC, USRP, optical and electrical, etc.). The 

objective was to develop a software-based platform that would allow us to observe the immediate 

effects of parameter changes on the performance of the system. Additionally, by evaluating the 

performance of the system we have demonstrated that the availability is compromised under severe 

turbulence conditions. 

Figure 5.1 depicts a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The Tx unit is comprised of a 

PC with GNU Radio, which creates an OOK non return to zero (NRZ) signal and drives the N200/210 

USRP with Xilinx® Spartan® 3A-DSP XC3SD1800A and a low frequency transmitter (LFTx) 

daughterboard via an Ethernet cable. USRP's output is utilized to modulate the intensity of a red laser 

via a current driver for transmission over a 50 cm-long free space channel. An optical Rx (a 

PDA100A2 Thorlabs PD) is utilized to regenerate the electrical signal at the Rx device. Note that, 

 

Figure 5.1. The block diagram of a proposed SDR based OWC system using USRP. 
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raising the light intensity can increase the link distance. On the software side, however, we have set 

the link distance for fog and turbulence to be 199.5 m, resulting in a total link length of 200 m for 

both software and physical instances. 

5.3.2 Implementation of OWC System in SDR/GNU Radio Platform 

To investigate the FSO system implemented in the SDR platform, the OOT modules for the 

generation of the OOK signal, and simulation of fog and turbulence-induced attenuations as well as 

the geometric loss are designed. The channel parameters can be changed and observed in real-time, 

see Figure 5.2, in GNU Radio. The generation of the OOK NRZ signal in GNU Radio is depicted in 

Figure 5.2(a). The built-in modules used are described as the following: 

i. Random uniform source: This generates pseudo-random binary numbers included in 

[min, max).  

ii. Int to float: In this block, the conversion of a stream of integers into a float data type is 

implemented. The interpolation filter only takes float and complex data types, which 

necessitates the completion of this step. 

iii. Interpolation filter: This is a finite impulse response filter, which up-samples the input to 

a higher rate by inserting (L–1) zeros between samples and uses the method of the zero-

order hold [286]. The number of taps is given by:  

𝐿𝑁 = 𝑠𝑝𝑠 × 𝐿𝑅, (1) 

where sps is the number of samples per symbol, and LR represents the interpolation rate. 

iv. UHD (USRP Hardware Driver) USRP sink: This is the main connection between the GNU 

Radio environment and the USRP. The unique Internet protocol address of USRP in the 

experimental setup is required in this module.  

The hierarchical chain of blocks to generate the OOK signal is built as a signal generator module 

shown in Figure 5.2(a). The fog/smoke loss block for the estimation of the fog induced attenuation 

in terms of the link visibility V; the turbulence effect on the propagating optical beam (i.e., intensity 

and phase fluctuations) and geometric loss modules built from scratch and are based on equations 
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provided in chapter 2. The evaluation of the system performance is carried out in terms of the BER 

over a transmission link span of 200 m.  The key system parameters for GNU Radio are given in 

Table 5.1. Figure 5.2(b) and (c) show, the architecture of the implemented OWC system with 

atmospheric conditions and BER comparisons respectively. In Figure 5.2(b), the output of the pseudo 

random sequence generator module in OOK format is applied to (i) the fog loss block; and (ii) the 

virtual sink block in order to store the transmitted signal for the BER estimation. The output of the 

fog loss module is then applied with customizable parameters to the turbulence and geometric loss 

modules. The signal is subsequently sent to the virtual sink, the QT GUI time sink, and the UHD 

modules. Ethernet cable connects the USRP Sink block (i.e., UHD) with a unique Internet Protocol 

address to the USRP. In GNU Radio, a time sink module is used to see the simulated signal. Figure 

5.2(c) depicts the system's BER estimation. The transmitted and received signal streams, i.e., virtual 

sources (BER-Tx and BER-Rx), are connected to the BER module, and the number sink is used to 

examine the estimated value in real-time. Note that the float to char module is utilized to alter the 

Data type. We estimate the BER in GNU Radio in real time, demonstrate the impact of atmospheric 

variables, and present experimentally collected received signals. 

 

Table 5.1. Key system parameters for implementation of OWC system in GNU Radio software 

ecosystem. 

Parameter Value 

Optical wavelength 𝜆 850 nm 

Tx lens diameter  𝐷Tx 5 mm 

Tx beam divergence 𝜃 0.01° 

Link length L 199.5 m 

Rx lens diameter 𝐷Rx 50 mm 

Channel temporal correlation 10 ms 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.2. Implementation of FSO system in GNU Radio: (a)a hierarchical chain of blocks to generate an OOK signal which is built as a signal generator (b) an OOK signal with 

fog, turbulence, and geometric loss transmitted to the USRP, and (c) a BERT. 
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5.3.3 Experimental Setup 

As indicated in Figure 5.3, an experimental testbed to evaluate the implementation of the proposed 

system in the SDR and GNU Radio environments is demonstrated. Note that all important system 

parameters are listed in Table 5.2. The goal is to monitor and control the system without modifying 

the hardware platform and by updating only the software platform. As shown in Figure 5.3, several 

tests, and measurements on the implementation of GNU Radio blocks using USRPs as the Tx and an 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Real-time implementation of FSO system using SDR/GNU Radio ecosystem. 

Table 5.2. Key system parameters in SDR-OWC experimental set up. 

Parameter Value 

LFTx daughterboard bandwidth 0-30 MHz 

Optical transmit power 𝑃Tx 4.5 dBm 

Tx beam divergence 𝜃 <0.03° 

Optical wavelength 𝜆 670 nm 

Link length L 50 cm 

Optical Rx 
PDA100A2 – Si 

Switchable gain detector 

PD active region 75.4 mm2 

Responsivity of PD at 960 nm 0.72 A/W 

Rx operating wavelength range 320-1100 nm 

Rx bandwidth  11 MHz 

Noise equivalent power 2.67 – 71.7 pW/√Hz 
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oscilloscope as the Rx was carried out. For transmission of the OOK signal, the LFTx daughterboard 

is mounted on the USRP Tx, to which the GNU Radio running PC is linked by an Ethernet 

connection. The output of the Tx is utilized to modulate the intensity of a red laser source via a 

current driver for transmission over a 50 cm-long free space channel. An optical Rx is utilized at the 

Rx to regenerate the electrical OOK signal, which is caught using a digital oscilloscope.  

5.3.4 Recorded Data 

The investigation of the relationship between the interpolation filter, bandwidth, and jitter of the 

received signals, as well as the evaluation of the system's performance under three different fog 

intensities and three turbulence situations, are conducted.  Demonstration of the adaptability and 

capabilities of controlling the system by simply modifying its software-domain settings is also carried 

out. A series of experiments and measurements have been carried out by increasing the interpolation 

filter taps and interpolation rate while keeping the PC sample rate constant at 20 MHz (i.e., the 

sampling rate limit of the PC used). The system bandwidth was measured by measuring the rise and 

fall times of the received signal, while the jitter was determined by measuring the rise and fall time 

errors of the eye diagram, as shown in Table 5.3. Note that sps = 1 and is held constant throughout the 

experiment. LR and LN of 10 and a bandwidth of 4 MHz have the lowest jitter at 12.4 nanoseconds. 

Table 5.3. Bandwidth and jitter of the received signal corresponding to the interpolation rate and taps. 

Interpolation rate (LR) Interpolation taps (LN) 
Bandwidth 

(MHz) 
Eye jitter (ns) 

10 [1] × 10 4.0 12.4 

12 [1] × 12 3.1 13.4 

14 [1] × 14 2.6 14.7 

16 [1] × 16 2.4 15.2 

18 [1] × 18 2.1 16.0 

20 [1] × 20 2.0 17.4 
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 In addition, the examples of the captured received signal using an oscilloscope is provided in 

Figure 5.4, which depicts the acquired time-domain signals via the USRP (lower trace) and optical 

frontend (upper trace) for interpolation rates of 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20. The signal waveform is  

observed to become less distorted as the interpolation factor increases. In order to evaluate the quality 

of the received signal, the eye diagrams in Figure 5.5 have been provided. Specifically, Figure 5.5(a) 

depicts the eye diagram for LR = 10 with the eye width and height of 397 ns and 26 mV, respectively 

while Figure. 5.5(b) corresponds to LR = 12 with the eye width and height of 495 ns and 22.4 mV, 

respectively. In addition, Figures 5.5(c)-(f) illustrate the eye diagram for LR and LN of 14, 16, 18, and 

20, respectively. It is noted that the eye gradually shuts when LR and LN are increased and that the  

 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 5.4. Received OOK-NRZ signals via USRP (lower trace, in red) and optical front end (upper trace, 

in yellow) with the interpolation filter length of: (a) 10, (b) 12, (c) 14, (d) 16, (e) 18, and (f) 20. 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 5.5. Eye diagrams of received OOK-NRZ via optical frontend with the interpolation filter rates of : 

(a) 10, (b) 12, (c) 14, (d) 16, (e) 18, and (f) 20. 
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eye is most open when LR and LN are the smallest. The signal is distorted due to the bias tee acting as 

a high pass filter.  

Next, the atmospheric conditions of light, medium, and dense fog attenuations and weak, moderate, 

and strong turbulence regimes are considered. Initially, a clean channel with V of 20 km and 0 dB 

attenuation for a 200 m link length with transmit power 𝑃Tx  of 4.5 dBm and 𝐿Geo of 1.7 dB is obtained, 

resulting in a received optical power of 3.8 dBm. For fog conditions, V of 5 km, 100 m, and 50 m are 

found, where the attenuation levels increased to 0.3, 17.7, and 34 dB for light, medium, and strong 

fog, respectively, with BER values of 10-6, 10-5, and 10-6. Figure 5.6 depicts instances of collected 

signals at the Rx for all three fog conditions. The amplitude of the received signal decreased from 1.6 

to 1.5 mV as the V decreased from 5 km to 100 m. At a distance of 50 m in dense fog, the signal 

amplitude decreased to 1.2 mV. 

The turbulence regimes of  𝐶𝑛
2  = 10−13m−2 3⁄ , 𝜎𝐼

2  = 0.03 for weak, 𝐶𝑛
2  = 10−12m−2 3⁄ , 𝜎𝐼

2  =

 0.3 for moderate, and 𝐶𝑛
2  =  10−11m−2 3⁄ , 𝜎𝐼

2  > 1 for strong turbulence is then investigated. Figures 

5.7 (a), (b), and (c) exhibit the acquired received signals in light, moderate, and strong turbulence 

regimes, respectively. Under weak turbulence, the link functions with a BER of 10-5, however 

moderate to strong turbulence will cause link failure with BER values of 10-2 and 0.5, 

respectively.  Moreover, employing a software defined environment, similar BER values are 

obtained for both fog and turbulence situations compared to the purely experimental works described 

in a dedicated laboratory chamber in [273] and [287]. Using an experimental testbed, we validated the 

performance of the proposed system in situations of fog and turbulence. We demonstrated that the 

system could reach BER values of 10-6, 10-5, and 10-3 for light, moderate, and dense fog circumstances, 

respectively; and 10-5, 10-2, and 0.5 for weak, moderate, and high turbulence regimes, respectively, 

for a 200 m link span.
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Figure 5.6. The received OOK signals transmitted via USRP and a red laser in a 200 m 

link for the: (a) light, (b) medium, and (c) dense fog conditions. 

 

Figure 5.7. The received OOK signals transmitted via USRP and a red laser in a 200 

m link under: (a) weak, (b) moderate, and (c) strong turbulence. 
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5.4 Experimental Implementation of Adaptive Switching in 

OWC 

In the previous section, the implementation of OWC system and demonstration of the 

experimental testbed is explained and validated that the unique trait of FSO is subject to atmospheric 

conditions. Due to these conditions, the link availability becomes a major concern in FSO systems 

[288]. Despite both amplitude (power) and phase fluctuations of the optical wavefront while 

propagating through the free space channel, fog and turbulence contribute the most to the 

performance deterioration of the link. Techniques such as hybrid RF/FSO, MIMO FSO with SD, and 

relayed FSO systems have been presented in the literature [288] to mitigate the impact of the weather 

on the FSO link performance and to guarantee link availability at all times. Among the proposed 

methods, it has been demonstrated that SD approaches perform better than a single FSO connection 

in terms of BER performance to minimize the degradation caused by fog [19]. Different adaptive 

algorithms to overcome the aforementioned issues are also elaborated in chapter 4. In this section, 

the assessment and experimental demonstration of the MIMO FSO system using software-defined-

based adaptive switching algorithms under different fog conditions will be discussed. 

5.4.1 System Configuration and Specification 

In the proposed system, two sets of Txs and Rxs are employed for the simultaneous transmission 

of duplicate data in order to ensure 99.999% link reliability under fog circumstances. Note, the link 

availability requirements generally depend on FSO deployment i.e., in an enterprise or carrier 

network.   On the Tx side, a switching technique is proposed for enabling the additional Tx depending 

on the CSI received over the feedback link, i.e., the visibility estimation (VE) laser FSO link. To 

evaluate the performance of the connection, three different fog circumstances are considered.  Figure 

5.8 depicts the schematic diagram of the proposed MIMO FSO system with a feedback link. Link-1 

is utilized for FSO-based data transfer, whereas Link-2 is based on a fibre link. Note, Link-2 can also 

be replaced with an FSO link. The Tx comprises of a client computer (i.e., Tx PC) that can be 
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considered as a data centre for generating random data sequences, which are packetized and sent 

through a Python script. This script transmits the user datagram protocol packets to the associated 

python script operating as the server at the Rx PC. The Tx PC is linked to the MC through a 

LAN/Ethernet cable in order to transform the 1 Gbps electrical signal into the optical domain using 

the fibre small form pluggable (SFP) transceiver module. The SFP output is connected to an optical 

coupler, which splits the incoming optical signal into two data streams for transmission via two 

single-mode fibres (SMFs). The first output of the coupler is applied to the collimator-1 through 3.25 

m of SMF (with a core diameter of 9 m and a wavelength of 1550 nm), which partially compensates 

for the 16.2 ns delay caused by the OS in the second parallel channel. The second output of the 

coupler is connected to the optical subsystem and collimator 2. The outputs of the collimator are 

launched into the free space channel. Note that the OS is also connected to the Tx PC in order to 

switch on Tx-2 depending on the CSI in an adaptive manner. At the Rx, the incoming optical beams 

are caught by collimators 3 and 4, and their outputs are then combined using a 2x1 optical coupler. 

The output of the coupler is applied via SFP to the MC module to regenerate the electrical signal. 

Using the packet error rate tester (PERT) [30], the Rx PC is used to evaluate the link's performance. 

The VE laser utilized at the Rx is for estimating the fog attenuation/CSI experienced by the link. The 

measured power of the received VE laser beam 𝑃VE−Rx is treated as the input to the power meter 

module in GNURadio, whose output is the input to the OS module.  

For the switching algorithm in OS, the software-based Schmitt trigger thresholding method is 

adopted based on the maximum received power of the VE laser. Note, if  𝑃VE−Rx < 𝑃VE−Lo (i.e., the 

lower limit of the received VE laser power) the Tx-2 is on, whereas for 𝑃VE−Rx > 𝑃VE−Up (i.e., the 

upper limit of the received VE laser power) the Tx-2 is off and only the Tx-1 is on. Since the Schmitt 

trigger-based thresholding introduces hysteresis, several threshold levels are used to avoid 

unnecessary switching when the system is operating close to the threshold level. At the expense of 

an increase in 𝑃Tx, the switching mechanism will ensure that the link's availability is maintained as 

feasible as possible in all-weather circumstances.
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Figure 5.8. The schematic system block diagram of an experimental implementation of MIMO FSO with SDR based adaptive switching method. 
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5.4.2 Switching Algorithm 

The SDR-based decision-making blocks for the power meter and the optical switch in GNU Radio 

are built and implemented in order to accomplish the proposed adaptive switching. GNU Radio can 

be utilized not only as a real-time simulation environment for DSP applications but also to integrate 

and operate various hardware devices using the Python programming language. Using the flowchart 

depicted in Figure 5.9, a simulation to calculate the PER, jitter, and Rb as a function of V for single 

FSO and MIMO FSO lines with a length of 5 m under various fog situations is conducted. Figure 

5.10 depicts the OOT modules used to create the power meter and operating system in the GNU 

Radio domain. The measured power levels received from the power meter f module are stored using 

the "File Sink" to determine the visibility, which is then applied to the "QT GUI Number Sink" to 

display the data in real-time, and the OS. In the OS, 𝑃VE−Upand 𝑃VE−Lothreshold levels are set to 

0.275 and 0.225 mW, respectively, corresponding to the predicted LAtm of 1.6 and 2.5 dB for a single 

clear FSO connection with 𝑃VE−Max of 0.4 mW and a link margin of 8.6 dB. Before switching to 

Table 5.4. Key system parameters of MIMO FSO with adaptive switching set up. 

Parameter Value 

Link length l 5 m 

Data throughput 1 Gbps 

SFP output power 𝑃Tx ~4 dBm 

Rx collimator diameter 𝐷Rx 24 mm 

Tx collimator diameter 𝐷Tx 24 mm 

Tx beam divergence 𝜃 0.016° 

Optical wavelength 𝜆 1550 nm 

SFP sensitivity -23 dBm 

Compensation delay SMF length 3.24 m 

Collimator focal length fl 37.13 mm 

Tx and Rx separation distance 𝑑Tx and 𝑑Rx ~8 cm 
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path 2, the link margin before considering LAtm is 6.1 dB. To ensure link reliability,  𝑃VE−Upand 

𝑃VE−Lo are set to their respective values. Note that the OS is controlled by the OS22 module.  

Using the Schmitt trigger thresholding method and the given threshold values, the OS22 block 

determines the OS states. The performance of the proposed system is analyzed using a python tool 

based on iperf, as shown in Figure 5.11(a) and, (b), iperf is an open-source and widely used network 

testing tool for (i) measuring the maximum achievable Rb; (ii) testing the system performance in 

terms of PER and jitter; and (iii) measuring the end-to-end system throughput in one or both 

 

Figure 5.9. System flow chart of experimental GbE MIMO FSO with adaptive switching. 

 

Figure 5.10. The OOT modules for the power meter and optical switch in the GNU Radio platform. 
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directions. For a back-to-back (B2B) link and under three different fog density conditions we have 

measured the key parameters including R(b-Max), jitter, and PER for 30 seconds each. 

5.4.3 Experimental Setup 

Figure 5.12 depicts the experimental testbed for the 1 Gbps MIMO FSO system with GNU Radio-

based adaptive switching. Table 5.5 shows the key system specifications used in the experimental 

setup. As shown in Figure 5.12 (a), a PC is linked to the (i) power meter at the Tx; (ii) OS via a USB 

cable; and (iii) SFP, which is contained in the MC module, via an Ethernet cable. The coupler 

receives a 1 Gbps NRZ-OOK data from the output of the SFP through an SMF, with its outputs 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.11. Screenshots of the developed python code for: (a) network performance tester for measuring 

the performance of the Ethernet FSO link, and (b) received data and bandwidth. 
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connected to the compensation delay line and the OS supplying the Tx-1 and Tx-2 collimators. The 

purpose of the power meter is to estimate the V of the channel. The Rx in Figure 5.12(b) consists of 

a visibility estimation laser source, collimators, SMF cables, and a 2×1 optical coupler. The output 

of the coupler is applied to the SFP MC module, which is subsequently connected to the Rx PC. The 

generated optical signals are transmitted through a 40 × 40 × 500 cm3 indoor atmospheric chamber, 

see Figure 5.13. 

Table 5.5. Component specifications for the experimental demonstration of MIMO FSO with software 

defined adaptive switching. 

Device Specification 

Media converter TP-Link MC220L) IEEE 802.3ab, IEEE 802.3z, IEEE 802.3x 

Small form factor pluggable module 

(SFP1000ZXST) 

IEEE 802.3z 1000BASE -ZX 

Max data rate:1.25 Gbps 

Max range: 80 km 

SMF 

Optical switch (OSW12-1310-E) 

: 1280 -1625 nm 

Switching rate: <1 ms 

SMF 

75 dB (Typical) 

Insertion loss: 0.7 dB 

Power meter (PM100D - S120C) : 400-1100 nm 

Collimators 1-4 (F810APC – 1550) 
Effective  fl: 37.13 mm 

: 1550 nm 

Collimators 5 and 6 (F810APC – 842) 
Effective  fl: 36.18 mm 

: 650-1050 nm 

Coupler(s) (SC11C-002-0334 and 002-0354) 

: 1310 -1550 nm 

Split ratio: 50:50 

Insertion loss: 3.5 dB 

SMF 

(Red) laser source (MCLS1-CUSTOM) 
: 638 nm 

Laser class: 3B 

SMF delay line Core diameter: 9 𝜇m 
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 5.12. Experimental setup of: (a) Tx with PC connected to MC to transmit data and power meter to receive the VE laser and estimate the visibility. Optical switch 

connected to the PC for adaptive switching according to received CSI from the power meter. (b) Rx setup with VE laser, two collimators for received signals, coupler to 

combine two received signals, and MC connected to the PC. 
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Figure 5.13. Experimental setup of Channel setup when fog is injected. 
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5.4.4 Link Power Budget 

The link budget is one of the initial elements in the designing of the FSO system and serves 

numerous crucial purposes, including [289]: 

• Predicting performance prior to establishing the connection. 

• Determining whether there is enough optical power to traverse the link, often for a predefined 

worst-case scenario. 

• Assisting with decision-making, trade-offs, and evaluations, such as the telescope aperture 

diameter or transmit laser power requirements necessary to sustain a specific BER. 

To predict the system's performance, the link budget must include the characteristics of each component 

and assembly. 

The link budget is a straightforward addition and subtraction of gains and losses generated from a 

given set of system characteristics and their tolerances (when values are converted to decibels). The 

link budget of an optical system consists of gains from antennas (telescopes) and the laser Tx, losses in 

propagation along the transmitting optical channel, losses across space or atmosphere, and losses along 

the receiving optical train to the PD. Typically, considering that there are no losses due to components, 

as a function of the transmitted power and losses, the received power is given as: 

𝑃Rx− Total = 𝑃Tx − 𝐿Geo − 𝐿Atm − 𝐿PE , (5.1) 

In this case, following the proposed experimental setup in Figure.5.8, the received power including 

all the losses experienced in the system can be represented and defined as: 

𝑃Rx− Total = 𝑃Tx − 𝐿LC− FC
APC

− 2𝐿Cou 

+ 10 log( 10
−𝐿Delay
10 + 10

−𝐿OS
10 ) − 𝐿Geo − 𝐿PE , 

(5.2) 

where  𝐿LC−FC/APC and 𝐿Cou are the LC-FC/APC connector loss and the coupler loss respectively. 𝐿Geo and 

𝐿PE describe the geometric loss and the loss due to the pointing error.  𝐿Geo and 𝐿PE are neglected due to the free 
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space link length of 5 m and considering the specifications of the optics utilized in the configuration. 𝐿OS and 

𝐿Delay  are the losses at the optical switch line and delay line which can be expressed as: 

𝐿Delay = 5𝐿FC/APC + 𝐿Col−1 + 𝐿Col−3, (5.3) 

𝐿OS = 2𝐿FC/APC + 𝐿Col−2 + 𝐿Col−4, (5.4) 

where  𝐿FC/APC denotes the FC/APC connector loss. The collimator losses are  𝐿Col−1, 𝐿Col−2, 𝐿Col−3, and 

𝐿Col−4 . The link budget analysis for both paths is shown in Table 4.6. The link margin is assumed to be 10 dB 

to account for any additional losses, such as increased component losses and the received power fluctuation 

between a maximum of -4.6 dBm and a minimum of -12.9 dBm caused by the coherent combination of the two 

optical waves and random phase shifts in between. 

Table 5.6. Link budget analysis of a combined link. 

Parameter 

Value 

Path 1 (OS path) 
Path 2 (Compensation 

delay path) 

Transmit power 𝑃Tx 0.25 dBm 0.25 dBm 

Losses   

𝐿FC/APC 0.35 dB 0.88 dB 

𝐿LC−FC/APC 0.15 dB 0.15 dB 

𝐿Cou 3.75 dB 3.75 dB 

𝐿Col−1, 𝐿Col−3,  𝐿Col−4 0.5 dB 1.8 dB 

𝐿Col−2 3.6 dB 2.6 dB 

Receiver sensitivity -23 dBm 

Total average received power 𝑃Rx− Avg -5.7 dBm 

Total minimum received power 𝑃Rx− Min -12.9 dBm 

Link margin 10.1 dB 
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5.4.5 Recorded Data 

This section discusses the performance of the proposed MIMO FSO link with the adaptive 

switching algorithm implemented in the GNU Radio platform in the experimental domain. 

The adaptive switching algorithm is implemented using the OOT blocks described in 5.4.2. 

Before evaluating the system performance in atmospheric conditions, it is a good practice to 

test the system in back-to-back and clear conditions in order to determine the tolerance of the 

system. A series of experiments and measurements in clear and foggy channel conditions for 

the three scenarios of B2B, SISO, and MIMO FSO are carried out. Note that, V of 358 m is 

set for the clear channel and only the miscellaneous loss 𝐿misc is considered as  𝐿Geo is 

negligible. Figure 5.14 illustrates PER, jitter, and 𝑅𝑏 as a function of V for 5 m long SISO and 

MIMO FSO links. The three distinctive visibility ranges of 38 < V1 < 45 m, 11 < V2 < 38 m, 

  
(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.14. Visibility vs.: (a) PER, (b) Jitter, and (c) data rate for 5 m SISO and MIMO FSO links 

under fog conditions. 
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and 0 < V3 <11 m are highlighted in this experiment. Figure 5.14(a) demonstrates that MIMO 

outperforms SISO in terms of PER for V1 and V2. The PER of the SISO starts to increase at V 

< 38 m, whereas for the MIMO link, the PER of 2 × 10−2 remains constant until V of 11 m, 

which is due to turning on the additional Tx (i.e., the Tx-2). Beyond V < 11 m, the PER 

increases for both cases with MIMO increasing at a significantly slower rate than SISO. It is 

observed that for V < 5 m, the PER for SISO is 0.55, indicating link failure, whereas the MIMO 

connection works exceptionally well. Similar patterns may be seen for the jitter and 𝑅𝑏 plots 

as illustrated in Figures 5.14(b) and (c). To observe the same system performance in terms 

of  𝐿Atm vs. PER, jitter, and bandwidth, additional plots are also provided, see Figure.  

5.15.  

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.15. Atmospheric loss vs.: (a) PER, (b) Jitter, and (c) data rate for 5 m SISO and MIMO 

FSO links under fog conditions. 
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 Moreover, the measured eye diagrams for SISO and MIMO links for a range of V (i.e., fog 

conditions) can be seen in Figure 5.16. The eye diagrams for SISO under clear and foggy 

channels (i.e., 38 m < V1 < 45 m) respectively, where the system is operating in the default 

state (i.e., using only the Tx-1) can be seen in Figure 5.16(a) and (b). As expected, the best 

eye diagram with a wide eye opening is observed under the clear channel. Figures 5.16(c) and 

(e) show the eye diagrams for 11 m < V2 < 38 m and 0 < V3 < 11 m, respectively for the SISO 

FSO link. Figures 5.16(d) and (f) illustrate the eye diagrams for the MIMO system showing 

the effectiveness of adopting multiple Txs. Note that, since the link margin of ~ 10 dB is 

sufficient to compensate for the fog induced attenuation For V < 38 m, MIMO is at the default 

state with noticeably reduced 𝑅𝑏 of 643 Mbps and the jitter of 4.489× 10−5 for the same PER 

of 2.3× 10−2. For 11 m < V2 < 38 m the measured 𝑅𝑏−max is 630 Mbps for a PER of 

4.06 × 10−2. At this stage with 𝑃VE−Rx < 𝑃VE−Lo , the Tx-2 is switched on, i.e., the link is 

MIMO. Next, for 0 m < V3 < 11 m, the PER, jitter, and 𝑅𝑏−max of 

  

(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

  

(e) (f) 

Figure 5.16. Eye diagrams of the single FSO link: (a) under clear channel, (b) V1, (c) V2, and (e) V3; 

MIMO link for: (d) V2, and (f) V3. 
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8.42× 10−2, 8.54× 10−5 ms, and 620.5 Mbps are measured respectively compared to SISO 

with 0.8, 2 × 10−4ms, and 84.9 Mbps. 

In addition, a series of tests and measurements are conducted for the B2B link, clear and 

foggy channels using an iperf-based FSO performance so performance tester, the results of 

which are shown in Table 5.7. The switching mechanism's behaviour is observed to be 

dependent on atmospheric attenuation, and hence the link length, rather than V. Finally, for 

practical applications, the longer link lengths of 500 m, 1, and 2 km are evaluated with the 

same atmospheric losses and theoretically determined that V of 1, 2, and 4 km are the point of 

switching, respectively. Furthermore, as compared to previous work [19] and [290], a similar 

improvement in system performance under fog situations is observed. 

 

Table 5.7. Statistics of the system performance metrics for the B2B, clear and increasing fog density 

conditions of V1, V2 and, V3. 

Channel 

condition 
Parameter 

Standard 

deviation 

Mean Maximum Minimum 

B2B 

PER 1.9 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2 5.7 × 10−2 2.2 × 10−6 

Rb (Mbps) 78 846 929 612 

Jitter (ms) 8.6 × 10−6 2.3 × 10−5 3.5 × 10−5 2 × 10−6 

Clear 

PER 1.4× 10−2 2.9 × 10−2 5.8 × 10−2 1.1 × 10−3 

Rb (Mbps) 81.3 703.8 845 543 

Jitter (ms) 4.4 × 10−6 2.3 × 10−5 3.7 × 10−5 1 × 10−5 

V1 

V ∈ (38, 

45) m 

PER 2.3 × 10−2 3.3 × 10−2 9.5 × 10−2 1.7 × 10−3 

Rb (Mbps) 126 643 803 426 

Jitter (ms) 1.1 × 10−4 4.5 × 10−5 2.2 × 10−4 1.8 × 10−5 

V2 

V ∈ (11, 

38) m 

PER 2.3 × 10−2 4.1 × 10−2 11.5 × 10−2 4.6 × 10−3 

Rb (Mbps) 118 630 802 404 

Jitter (ms) 1.8 × 10−4 6.1 × 10−5 4.2 × 10−4 1.9 × 10−5 

V3 

V < 11 m 

PER 7.2 × 10−2 8.4× 10−2 29.7 × 10−2 8.3 × 10−3 

Rb (Mbps) 117 620.5 791 315 

Jitter (ms) 5.5 × 10−4 8.5× 10−5 8.6 × 10−4 2 × 10−5 
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5.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the real time implementation of software defined optical communications 

systems and system performance evaluation were discussed. The proposed switching 

algorithm was also implemented employing off the shelf components. By using the software 

defined based adaptive switching method, the FSO system was protected against the severe 

fog regime, supporting the flexible configuration and providing the easily implementable 

design. It was also discussed that the software defined FSO system can be utilized to evaluate 

the system performance in real time for very long-distance communications without the need 

of physical space for the required distance. Under fog conditions the additional FSO link was 

turned on and the link performance was investigated based on the real time data from the power 

meter. Link assessment was performed to investigate the effect of FSO data rate, PER and 

jitter on the link availability. It was observed that the proposed MIMO FSO with adaptive 

switching in heavy fog condition can operate much more effectively with nearly similar 

performance as SISO under a clear channel. In conclusion, the following can be stated: (i) 

MIMO with the synchronised parallel transmission can successfully minimise the fog 

generated losses while a short delay (ns) can lead an oscillation in amplitude when two parallel 

signals are combined; (ii) the randomness of the fog attenuation can create amplitude 

variations in the results; and (iii) implementing adaptive algorithms in GNU Radio allows a 

great degree of flexibility in design and implementation of the SDR based systems. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and 

Future Work 
 

6.1 Conclusions 

This thesis has provided an overview of the design, optimization, and evaluation of the 

SDR-based MIMO FSO system with adaptive switching by utilizing an SDR-based ecosystem 

called GNU Radio. The proposed system is robust, and reconfigurable and takes advantage of 

an additional FSO backup link to maintain high-speed transmission in cases of harsh weather 

conditions. Additionally, an adaptive method to reduce the effects of severe atmospheric 

conditions such as fog and turbulence losses has been proposed. The introduction to FSO was 

followed by a discussion of the impact of channels such as fog and turbulence on the 

performance and link availability. The literature on the mitigation techniques to combat the 

effect of atmospheric conditions was presented along with the combining methods of MIMO 

systems. Further introduced were the basics of software defined systems and the potential area 

of applications along with the off-the-shelf commercially available frontends to provide 

reconfigurability and cost-efficiency. Additionally, a very brief introduction of SDN was also 

discussed. Moreover, software defined optical communications systems and various adaptive 

systems, such as adaptive equalization, adaptive modulation, and adaptive power allocation 

were introduced and the demonstration and implementation of MIMO FSO system with 

adaptive switching algorithm based on scintillation index coefficient and atmospheric loss 

experience in the channel in SDR ecosystem is later presented for a real-time emulation. BERT 

is utilized to perform a bit-by-bit comparison with the GNURadio signal processing block. 

The system performance of SISO, MIMO, and the proposed system in terms of BER in 100, 

200, and 300 m links were evaluated, assessed, and compared. It was shown that the switching 

mechanism was found to effectively mitigate fog and turbulence-induced attenuation. The 

MIMO FSO with adaptive switching technique has been shown to operate effectively in dense 
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fog, whereas in moderately turbulent conditions it experienced a peak turnover degradation 

after switching in 200 and 300 m. According to the results obtained, the switching mechanism, 

i.e., activating additional Txs, can only mitigate turbulence up to a certain level. In order to 

perform the adaptive switching technique a real-time decision-making feedback link using the 

estimated BER and the thresholding methods to support the decision-making process was also 

proposed. 

The experimental investigations were later carried out to validate the proposed concept of 

implementing OWC systems in an SDR environment to overcome the hardware limitation, 

provide flexibility, and as a proof of concept. The OOT modules for the OOK signal generator, 

FSO channel, fog, turbulence, geometric loss, BERT, etc., were all built from scratch in 

GNURadio and experimentally implemented using optical frontends such as LD and PD. The 

system was evaluated for a 199.5 m linkspan in the GNURadio domain and a 50 cm in a real 

experimental setup under different atmospheric conditions. The operation speed (bandwidth) 

in this case since the signal generation was mainly from the PC (running GNURadio) was 

limited which mainly depends on the type of components utilized in the experimental setup. 

In addition, it was discussed that the software defined FSO system can be used to evaluate the 

system's performance in real-time for very long-distance communications without the need for 

the required amount of physical space. 

Furthermore, a practical MIMO FSO with software-defined-based system was proposed 

and evaluated. The proposed switching algorithm was implemented using commercially 

available components. Using a software defined adaptive switching method, the FSO system 

was protected against the severe fog regime, allowing for a flexible configuration and a design 

that is simple to implement. Under conditions of fog, the additional FSO link was activated, 

and the link performance was evaluated using real-time data from the power meter. Link 

evaluation was conducted to determine the influence of FSO data rate, PER, and jitter on link 

availability. Observations indicated that the proposed MIMO FSO with adaptive switching can 

operate significantly more effectively with nearly comparable performance to SISO when the 
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channel is clear. The proposed system offered up to 1 Gbps. As expected, the data rate of the 

system decreased while maintaining the link availability to provide the data transmission with 

99.999% availability with a PER and a data rate of 7.2 × 10−2 and ~120 Mbps, respectively, 

under extremely harsh fog conditions with V of < 11 m. 

 

6.2 Future Works 

Although the objectives outlined in the first chapter of this dissertation have been met, the 

work was never intended to be self-contained and rigorous enough to cover all FSO aspects 

using SDR. Since the amount of effort and time required is beyond the scope of this thesis, the 

author will now suggest additional research that can be conducted to extend the work reported 

here.  

Adaptive algorithms – As a logical progression of the work presented here, the investigation 

and experimental demonstration of adaptive algorithms such as the equalization and 

modulation using SDR in Radio over FSO (RoFSO) systems could prove extremely useful. 

This may provide interesting insights into the integration of SDR and FSO with radio over 

fibre systems. The experimental investigation can further demonstrate the real application of 

SDR-RoFSO in the last-mile access networks to offer increased transmission capacity, and 

link availability. 

System performance analysis – It would be an interesting work to evaluate the proposed 

system theoretically in GNURadio for a real-time emulation of pointing errors and other 

atmospheric conditions. Th experimental evaluation can be done and mitigation of the pointing 

error concept can be carried out by using a different lens such as ball lens to collimate the 

beam instead of a solid lens. 

Combining methods – The thesis mainly focuses on optical combining with SD. Adopting 

other combining methods for different applications such as spatial multiplexing, EGC, SelC 
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and MLC, etc., could provide increased data rates and improved performance. Theoretical 

comparison and simulation could be investigated followed by the experimental demonstration.   

Different configuration - An alternative configuration could be considered using the 

proposed experimental implemented system by changing the direction of Txs and Rxs to 

change the channel conditions. An investigation of improved system performance could be 

carried out in this configuration. 

Data rate – The maximum achievable data rate of 1 Gbps, demonstrated using off-the-shelf 

components and providing the flexibility of the system using a software- defined environment 

in this thesis could be improved by using components that support higher speed to demonstrate 

the same concept. Using programmable evaluation boards with high-speed optical frontends 

can perform adaptive algorithms and achieve high-speed transmission. 

Lower cost - Since integrating SDR to provide flexible FSO systems supports cost efficiency, 

the feasibility of integrating 850 nm VCSELs needs investigating to reduce costs compared 

with 1550 nm-based systems, which are widely investigated and reported. 

ML and ANN in SDR - The evaluation of FSO in a real channel condition could also be 

carried out using only the PC as discussed in Section 5.3.2 but with a higher spec PC to avoid 

the limitation of bandwidth. In this way, the FSO system transmitting the optical beam using 

different and advanced modulations, including ML and ANN techniques on-the-fly could be 

investigated. 
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